
Wild Sign (Alpha and Omega Book 6)

Author: Patricia Briggs

Mated werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham must discover what could make an entire community disappear--before it's too late--in this

thrilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Alpha and Omega series.

In the wilds of the Northern California mountains, all the inhabitants of a small town have gone missing. It's as if the people picked up and left their possessions

behind. With a mystery on their hands and no jurisdiction on private property, the FBI dumps the whole problem in the lap of the land owner, Aspen Creek,

Inc.--aka the business organization of the Marrok's pack.

Somehow, the pack of the Wolf Who Rules is connected to a group of vanished people. Werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham are tasked with

investigating, and soon find that a deserted town is the least of the challenges they face.

Death sings in the forest, and when it calls, Charles and Anna must answer. Something has awakened in the heart of the California mountains, something old and

dangerous--and it has met werewolves before.

A Kingdom of Flesh and Fire (Blood and Ash Book 2)

Author: Jennifer L. Armentrout

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes a new novel in her Blood and Ash series…

Is Love Stronger Than Vengeance?

A Betrayal…

Everything Poppy has ever believed in is a lie, including the man she was falling in love with. Thrust among those who see her as a symbol of a monstrous

kingdom, she barely knows who she is without the veil of the Maiden. But what she does know is that nothing is as dangerous to her as him. The Dark One. The

Prince of Atlantia. He wants her to fight him, and that’s one order she’s more than happy to obey. He may have taken her, but he will never have her.

A Choice….

Casteel Da’Neer is known by many names and many faces. His lies are as seductive as his touch. His truths as sensual as his bite. Poppy knows better than to

trust him. He needs her alive, healthy, and whole to achieve his goals. But he’s the only way for her to get what she wants—to find her brother Ian and see for

herself if he has become a soulless Ascended. Working with Casteel instead of against him presents its own risks. He still tempts her with every breath, offering

up all she’s ever wanted. Casteel has plans for her. Ones that could expose her to unimaginable pleasure and unfathomable pain. Plans that will force her to look

beyond everything she thought she knew about herself—about him. Plans that could bind their lives together in unexpected ways that neither kingdom is

prepared for. And she’s far too reckless, too hungry, to resist the temptation.

A Secret…

But unrest has grown in Atlantia as they await the return of their Prince. Whispers of war have become stronger, and Poppy is at the very heart of it all. The King

wants to use her to send a message. The Descenters want her dead. The wolven are growing more unpredictable. And as her abilities to feel pain and emotion

begin to grow and strengthen, the Atlantians start to fear her. Dark secrets are at play, ones steeped in the blood-drenched sins of two kingdoms that would do

anything to keep the truth hidden. But when the earth begins to shake, and the skies start to bleed, it may already be too late.

Reborn (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 3)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire kindle store! 

 

The epic conclusion to the Shadow Beast Shifters. 

 

I finally have the life I always dreamed of. So why does it taste like ash on my tongue? 

 

Growing up in Torma, the strongest of the shifter packs, I wanted nothing more than to find my true mate and live my best life. Of course, that dream existed 

before my father betrayed the pack and turned me into their punching bag. 

 

I’d all but given up, until a quirk of true mate genetics gifted me a true mate like no other. My childhood dreams were finally a reality. Funny how quickly dreams 

turn into nightmares.



 

I’m being lied to, missing weeks and months of time. Someone messed with me and no matter how often I’m told to forget it and move on as Torin’s mate, there’s

no way I can. Whoever did this to me should have known I’d pick at it until it bled. It’s my nature after all. 

 

As I search out random growls, flutters in my chest, and a suspicion that there’s so much more going on than I could even imagine, I sense that I’m racing against

an unknown clock. 

 

I need to get to the bottom of this mystery. 

 

And when I figure out who stole my memories, they’re going to wish they never messed with Mera Callahan. 

 

Game on. 

 

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you. 

Reborn is full length (115k) words, and is the final in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and does NOT end on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to

language and sexual situations. 

 

Rancher Dragon (Texas Dragons Book 2)

Author: Terry Bolryder

Save a horse, ride a rancher dragon...

Beck is a big, growly mountain of a man with a monster of a dragon inside him. He keeps to himself, only leaving Dragonclaw Ranch when his inner beast feels

unsafe for his friends. But when a brush with death makes Beck give a stranger his dragon's talon coin, he wakes up to a pretty, curvy woman that he now owes a

favor. By the way his dragon growls 'mine' and 'mate', Beck knows it might be safer for them both if he stays away. Until he finds out Sierra's in danger, and a

monster might be just what she needs.

When a huge, gorgeous mountain of a man fell unconscious on Sierra's land, she didn't hesitate to ride out and finally meet her intimidating neighbors at

Dragonclaw ranch. They all live up to their legends, with gorgeous, silver-eyed Beck catching her eye most of all. But after a grumpy stand-off with Beck, Sierra

heads back home, not wanting to cause more trouble. But when Beck shows up and saves her, insisting on staying around, she can hardly say no to the

mountain of a man. Especially when all her body wants to say is 'yes' to him.

As Beck guards Sierra and helps on her ranch, heat explodes between them under the beautiful western night sky. But Beck knows that even though this is the

most happiness he has ever known, Sierra deserves more than a monster with a past soaked in blood. But when danger from multiple quarters comes calling,

including a titanic, ancient beast, Beck must make peace with the possessive, giant monster inside him...or lose everything.

Rancher Dragon is book 2 in the Texas Dragons series!

Lightning Game (A GhostWalker Novel Book 17)

Author: Christine Feehan

Danger and passion fuse in this electrifying GhostWalker novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

GhostWalker Rubin Campo’s rough upbringing made him into the man he is today: strong, steadfast and wary of outsiders. When he and his brother return to

their family’s homestead in the Appalachian Mountains, he can immediately sense that a stranger has taken up residence in their cabin—a woman who just

happens to be a GhostWalker too.

Jonquille looks deceptively delicate but is clearly a fighter. She also doesn’t seem to care that Rubin could kill her where she stands. She sought him out, wanting

to connect on their shared interest in electrical charges. As one of the first failed GhostWalker experiments, Jonquille can produce lightning with her body—but

she can’t control it.

Their connection is magnetic, their abilities in sync. Rubin knows she’s his match, the answer to a lifetime of pain and intense loneliness. But Jonquille came to

him with hidden intentions, ones that threaten to destroy their bond before it can truly begin.…

Babysitter Bear (Bodyguard Shifters Book 7)

Author: Zoe Chant

He takes care of other people's kids ... but he craves a family of his own. 



Enter a single mom waitress with a broken heart and a whole lot of trouble behind her. 

 

Army vet Dan is still figuring out how to deal with being a three-legged bear, but it turns out kids don’t care how many limbs he has as long as he’s willing to be a

climbing frame. He didn’t come to Autumn Grove to be a babysitter, but before he knows it, he’s got a job changing diapers and braiding hair. 

 

Now if he could just catch the eye of the beautiful woman who makes his bear stand up and say "Mine." 

 

But Paula has been burned one too many times. With two kids to worry about, Autumn Grove's only diner to run, and a deadbeat ex, she's not ready to open her

heart again. 

 

Even to an amazing guy who's great with kids, with shoulders to die for and amazing eyes and ... 

 

Okay. Maybe she's not holding back her feelings as well as she hoped. 

 

Return to Autumn Grove in a standalone paranormal romance with heat and heart, featuring a few familiar faces and a brand-new couple fighting for

their HEA.

Kingdom of Shadow and Light (Fever Book 11)

Author: Karen Marie Moning

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • MacKayla Lane faces the ultimate threat when war breaks out between the kingdoms of shadow and light, as

the Fever series races to an explosive revelation.

From the moment MacKayla Lane arrived in Dublin to hunt her sister’s murderer, she’s had to fight one dangerous battle after the next: to survive, to secure

power, to keep her city safe, to protect the people she loves.

The matter of who’s good and who’s evil can be decided by the answer to a single question: Whose side are you on?

Now, as High Queen of the Fae, Mac faces her greatest challenge yet: ruling the very race she was born to hunt and kill—a race that wants her dead yesterday,

so they can put a pure-blooded Fae queen on the throne.

But challenges with her subjects are the least of her concerns when an ancient, deadly foe resurfaces, changing not only the rules of the game but the very game

itself, initiating a catastrophic sequence of events that have devastating consequences and leave Mac questioning everything she’s ever learned and everyone

she’s ever loved. Now begins an epic battle between Mortal and Fae, Seelie and Unseelie, would-be kings and would-be queens, with possession of the Unseelie

King’s virtually unlimited power and the fate of humanity at stake.

From the exquisite, deadly gardens of the High Queen’s court, to long-forgotten truths found in the Sacred Grove of Creation, from the erotic bed of her enigmatic,

powerful lover to the darkest, seductive reaches of the Unseelie kingdom, Mac’s final journey takes her places no human has been before, and only one human

could possibly survive . . .

One who’s willing to sacrifice everything.

Alien Mercenary's Prize (Lathar Mercenaries: Warborne Book 3)

Author: Mina Carter

Natalia Heath is a survivor. She’ll survive an alien fight pit. No problem. 

 

On the run from her crime lord father most of her life, Nat knows how to survive in the worst places in the universe. Being kidnapped by aliens and thrown into a 

gladiatorial arena to fight for her life is just another turn of bad luck in a lifetime of them. She just needs to figure out a plan to escape. 

 

What she doesn’t plan on though is the sexy alien who says he’s here to rescue her... or the sparks that fly between them. 

 

Beauty’s secret could get him killed... not revealing it will mean her death. 

 

Former pit champion and now a member of the famous mercenary unit, the Warborne, Beauty has two goals in life; keep his head down and die of old age in his 

own bed. Unfortunately he picked the wrong profession for that. When a team member’s sister is captured, he must head back to the gladiatorial fight pits and 

reclaim his place as champion to save her. 

 

Unfortunately for him, she turns out to be a spiky, snippy little human female with plans to save herself. Worse, her scent is the most tantalizing he’s ever 

encountered... She’s beautiful, alluring, and HIS. His mate. 

 

But the rules have changed. The pits are no longer a place where skill in combat can elevate a fighter to freedom. It’s a place of despair and hopelessness with 

no way out. 



To save them all, he must deal with the devils of his past and fight a new champion, one shrouded in secrecy who kills all who dare to step onto the

sands in challenge...

The Siren Saves The Billionaire

Author: Kristen Painter

Welcome to Nocturne Falls, the town that celebrates Halloween 365 days a year.

The tourists think it's all a show: the vampires, the werewolves, the witches, the occasional gargoyle flying through the sky. But the supernaturals populating the

town know better.

Living in Nocturne Falls means being yourself. Fangs, fur, and all.

Custom-aquarium specialist, Undrea Seeley, is supernaturally good at creating made-to-order fish tanks for her customers. Probably because she loves what she

does. And because she’s a mermaid. She also loves living in a town where she can be herself. Well, the version of herself everyone thinks she is. But then, who

isn’t harboring a secret, right?

Tech billionaire Ethan Edmonds is an open book. Hard not to be when the media follows your every move, something they’ve done pretty much since he made

his first million at seventeen by selling an app he’d created. Now he’s sold his biggest company for an even greater profit and he’s ready to disappear a little. At

least enough to focus on a project that has nothing to do with money and everything to do with helping people.

But when his self-appointed fiancée decides he needs a majestic centerpiece aquarium in their new home, she has no idea things are about to spring a leak.

Ethan has never met a woman like Undrea and is instantly captivated by her free spirit and fun-loving ways.

Undrea understands his attraction to her, however. It’s driven by magic she can’t control, but she’s still determined not to harpoon his relationship, despite her

growing feelings for him. Then she realizes there’s something fishy going on and it seems Undrea’s not the only one hiding her true identity.

Saving Ethan from the dark forces out to get him could mean revealing the truth she’s been trying to hide. But will that secret sink them both or will she sacrifice

herself to protect the man she's fallen in love with?

Pack of Lies (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 3)

Author: Linsey Hall

My Alpha mate and I are running out of time

In a world where magic is power, I should consider myself blessed. I'm loaded with the stuff. Except I have no control over my new magic, and no idea what I

really am. All I know is that I’m running out of time before my magic tears me apart.

When a series of thefts reveals clues about my past, I must follow them. Unfortunately, the only way to save myself is to work side by side with Lachlan, the Alpha

werewolf who is also my mate.

The chemistry between us is insane, but if we fall for each other, the Dark Moon curse will steal his sanity. The only problem is—we can’t seem to resist each

other. It seems we're damned if we do and damned if we don't.

Rejected (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire Kindle Store. 

 

A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve. 

 

My father made a terrible mistake. One I’m left paying for. 

 

As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I’m labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt. 

 

When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader’s son, drags me back before my first shift... 

a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I’m filled with hope for a brighter 

future.



 

Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right? 

 

Wrong. Very wrong. 

 

When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world. Somehow I bring him to our lands. 

 

The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself. 

 

Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning. 

 

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you. 

Rejected is full length (100k) words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and

sexual situations.

The Snow Creek Hauntings: A Riveting Haunted House Mystery Boxset

Author: Roger Hayden

The Haunting of the Falcon Creek Lodge

In a small bay town exits a forgotten hotel in the mountains, where no one dares to enter.

The Falcon Creek Lodge was established in 1950 as a high-end resort for travelers and distinguished guests, taken in by its seclusion and scenic beauty. After an

unspeakable tragedy, its doors close. Decades later, a tabloid TV host investigates the vacant lodge with his production crew in search of supernatural evidence.

Their show ends in disaster. In the years that follow, family man Greg Barrett purchases the property with dreams of running his own business. But his presence

awakens a dormant curse and unleashes a terror from beyond.

The Haunting of the Silver Creek Lodge

In a small town rests an old lodge with a big secret.

Maxine Finch and Simon York, a recently married couple with little money, use their limited honeymoon funds to buy a foreclosed inn in the tiny snowy town of

Silver Ridge, Colorado. But when strange things start happening in the middle of the night, Maxine and Simon wonder if their investment is a dangerous mistake.

The Haunting of the Briar Rose

Jules is recovering from a recent failure when her mysterious uncle makes her an offer she can’t refuse: restore his bed and breakfast the Briar Rose.

When Jules inherits the Briar Rose bed and breakfast from her strange and mysterious uncle, she thinks it will be the opportunity of a lifetime for her and her

husband, Paul. But Jules and Paul soon discover that the Briar Rose holds many secrets: one of them about the murders that took place a year prior, when two of

the guests never checked out.

Bachelor Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 1)

Author: Grace Goodwin

Warlord Wulf thought nothing could be worse than being tortured and contaminated by the Hive. That was before he’s ordered to transport to Earth and represent

The Colony in an unfamiliar horror… a human reality show. The Bachelor Beast is the hottest new program on Earth, but being set up with two dozen clingy

females is not his idea of a good time. When his Beast refuses to show the slightest interest in any of the show’s potential mates, he knows he must choose one

or die due to his raging mating fever.

His Beast prefers execution to claiming anyone but his true mate. Wulf is resigned to his fate, a one-way trip to Atlan, a prison cell and execution. It is the only

honorable thing left to do.

Until one glance, one sweet, feminine scent lingering in the air and his beast rages for a female who is not supposed to be his.

But try telling that to his Beast when his entire body transforms on live television and one simple word thunders from his lips...MINE.

Reclaimed (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 2)

Author: Jaymin Eve



#1 in the entire kindle store!

They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.

For the past ten years I’ve been a victim. A victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim to Shadow

Beast, who used me for his own gains.

Or did he?

The beast of mystery never reveals his whole hand, but one thing is for sure… in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the path dictated by

the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.

I must evolve or die.

And we all know, with a choice like that, there’s really only one answer.

* Reclaimed is book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action,

a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

It's full length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Wild Irish Sage (The Mystic Cove Series Book 10)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

Kira Delaney is a free spirit – following the whims of her creative heart as her photography career whisks her around the world. For the first time, Kira is taking a

much-needed sabbatical from work to return to Grace’s Cove to run her mother’s art gallery. But six months is a long time to stay in one place, so she’ll need a

distraction – like the handsome stranger with the great aura who wanders into the gallery one day.

Brogan McCarthy wants to escape the demons of his past. Having recently lost the only person who’d ever stood for him in his life, Brogan comes to Grace’s

Cove to clean out his Gran’s cottage and decide what his next steps in life are. The last thing he expects is to be derailed by a witchy-eyed woman who enchants

him at first sight.

Now, it’s a race against the clock to see who can figure out their lives first – and if trusting someone is the greatest weakness of all.

Darkest Moon (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

I’m supposed to be the Alpha's mate. Screw that.

Since I was born, I was destined to be one thing—the Alpha’s Mate. It should be every girl’s dream. Not mine, though. He’s too dark and damaged, and I’ve got a

secret he can never know: I’m not a true wolf.

Instead of waiting for him to figure out I’m an abomination, I left on my fifteenth birthday. But I didn’t go far. No way in hell would I let fate drive me from the town I

love.

Ten years later, I’m still hiding in plain sight. When I occasionally see him on the street—deadly, sexy, powerful--I just walk by. Keep my head down.

Until that night. Wrong place, wrong time, and suddenly I’m accused of murdering someone from my old pack. And he’s there. Blaming me. I’ve got one chance to

prove my innocence and find the real killer, or I'm dead by shifter law.

Fortunately, the Alpha doesn't recognize me because I'm no longer the same ugly duckling. He senses I'm special though, and he won’t stop until he figures out

the truth. But when he does, I’ll be in danger from more than just the murderer.

Rafael (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Book 28)

Author: Laurell K. Hamilton

Rafael, king of the wererats, must fight to the death to defend his crown. He wants Anita Blake, one of his closest allies, with him as he faces an 

opponent unlike any he’s faced before. He will ask Anita to risk everything to be at his side....



 

But some of the wererats fear that Rafael depends too much on Anita and her ties to the vampires. They believe that there is only room in America for one

supernatural king, and Rafael will turn them into nothing more than food for the bloodsuckers. 

 

Among his enemies, a new challenger has arisen who is younger, hungrier, and has dark secrets that could destroy both the wererats and the vampires. Rafael

will go into the magical heart of his people to find the power and violence that he needs to save them all, or die trying.

Cowboy Dragon (Texas Dragons Book 1)

Author: Terry Bolryder

Save a horse, ride a cowboy dragon...

Marian West has nothing left to her name but her car (which is currently broken down), an old coin in her pocket, and the legend of a man named Harrison, who

she's currently looking for. But instead of finding the last person that can help her, she gets a pack of hungry coyotes instead. By either good or bad luck, she's

rescued by a tall, gorgeous stranger with eyes bluer than a Texas sky. He's dominant and commanding and everything Marian hates about cowboys. He's also

irresistible, and her only hope.

Harrison didn't expect to find the curvy, stubborn human woman so interesting. After saving her from coyotes and more, the experienced cowboy boss of

Dragonclaw Ranch knows he owes Marian for a favor her father did for him a long time ago. But his dragon says "mate" every time he looks at her, and even

though he's going to help the determined woman, it will be difficult to keep the monster inside him from wanting to make her his own.

As Marian and Harrison grow closer, unexpected kisses lead quickly to scorching nights beneath the full Texas moon. Danger and secrets lurk around every

corner, but anything that threatens a Texas dragon's mate will quickly learn that everything is bigger in Texas. Even a dragon's love.

Wild Hunt (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 2)

Author: Linsey Hall

My secret is out, and the Alpha knows what I am.

Despite ten years of secrecy, Lachlan has realized that I’m his mate. He is not pleased that I’ve been hiding from him. And the fact that I escaped from his cell?

Yeah, he hates that too. It’s hardly my worst problem, though.

There’s a killer after me. Multiple killers, if our source is to be believed. As much as I want to run a hundred miles from Lachlan to avoid the mate bond, it’s too

dangerous. I need his help to find the people who are after me, and there’s no way he’d let me go, anyway.

As much as I hate it, we’re going to have to team up to stop a madman. The hunt forces us together, and despite our best efforts to resist each other, it becomes

harder every day. It's going to take everything I have not to fall to temptation, but I must--especially if I want to survive.

Fire In Her Dreams: A Fireblood Dragon Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

Jenny’s dreams have turned to nightmares.

Every night, her thoughts are filled with evil. Something is reaching out…and she’s not so sure she wants to reach back. That is, until someone new appears in

her dreams. Someone who protects her, comforts her, and thinks of Jenny as his mate. Imaginary friends aren’t real, but Jenny likes to pretend, anyhow.

Then, one day, one of the mindless dragons guarding the fort awakens…and Jenny realizes that the friend from her dreams isn’t a figment of her imagination.

He’s a dragon.

And he’s looking to claim his female.

Alpha's Moon: A special forces shifter romance (Shifter Ops series Book 1)

Author: Renee Rose

My alpha ordered me to keep away from humans. 

My wolf is highly unstable. Nearly feral. I can’t be trusted around civilians. 



Certainly not with the lovely kindergarten teacher whose scent drives me wild.

But she needs a fake boyfriend for a weekend wedding trip. A big guy to intimidate her ex. 

How can I refuse?

I won’t be directly disobeying an order, because it won’t be a real date. 

It will be a nice, clean mission. We’ll have separate rooms.

I’ll keep my wolf on a tight leash.

And no matter how much I want to, I will not mark and claim the sweet human as mine…

Muscle and Bone

Author: Mary Calmes

You belong to me and I know it down deep, in muscle and bone, where my wolf lives.

Avery Rhine isn’t an average homicide detective with the Chicago PD. In fact, Avery isn’t an average anything. Sure, as an omega he knows he’s at the bottom of

the food chain, but that’s never slowed him down. He’s got a great life, complete with a loving family and a best friend who’d take a bullet for him, so what more

could he possibly want or need? Except, maybe, for the world to change. And to find someone to spend more than one night with, but that isn’t high on his list of

priorities. He’s never been one to believe in destiny or whatever else the fantasies sell about there being someone special out there meant just for him.

Then a chance encounter at a party changes everything.

Graeme Davenport has no delusions about finding his true mate. The consensus is that if an alpha doesn’t find their other half by the time they’re thirty, the

chances of it ever happening go from slim to none. He’s not a mere alpha, though; Graeme is a cyne who sits at the pinnacle of lupine hierarchy, so he’s

obligated by tradition and duty to choose an omega now, sign a contract, and bond with him. Love is not part of the equation.

When Graeme and Avery meet, their fierce attraction to each other flies in the face of reason and logic. Avery’s intense physical reaction to the alpha is

something he’s never experienced before, while Graeme, who has always been the soul of discretion, loses all his inhibitions to desire for the man he wants to

possess. They are two very different men trying to navigate expectations, separate reason from innate primal drive, and do it while working together to solve a

murder.

It will take everything they are to find a middle ground, and to learn to trust in a fated kind of love.

The Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar (Sam Quinn Book 1)

Author: Seana Kelly

A “master class in storytelling and survival.” —Publisher’s Weekly (starred review) 

 

Welcome to The Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar. I’m Sam Quinn, the werewolf book nerd in charge. I run my business by one simple rule: Everyone needs 

a good book and a stiff drink, be they vampire, wicche, demon, or fae. No wolves, though. Ever. I have my reasons. 

 

I serve the supernatural community of San Francisco. We’ve been having some problems lately. Okay, I’m the one with the problems. The broken body of a 

female werewolf washed up on my doorstep. What makes sweat pool at the base of my spine, though, is realizing the scars she bears are identical to the ones I 

conceal. After hiding for years, I’ve been found. 

 

A protection I’ve been relying on is gone. While my wolf traits are strengthening steadily, the loss also left my mind vulnerable to attack. Someone is ensnaring 

me in horrifying visions intended to kill. Clive, the sexy vampire Master of the City, has figured out how to pull me out, designating himself my personal bodyguard. 

He’s grumpy about it, but that kiss is telling a different story. A change is taking place. It has to. The bookish bartender must become the fledgling badass. 

 

I’m a survivor. I’ll fight fang and claw to protect myself and the ones I love. And let’s face it, they have it coming. 

 

*** 

 

The reviews are in: 

 

"Kelly (Welcome Home, Katie Gallagher) introduces fierce, lovable heroine Sam Quinn with this master class in storytelling and survival. Seven years ago, Sam 

was attacked, raped, and forcibly turned into a werewolf, putting an end to her life as she knew it. She’s since made a home for herself in San Francisco, opening 

a combination bookstore/bar catering exclusively to the supernatural community. A loner by nature and still contending with her trauma, she’s content to lie low 

without a wolf pack of her own. But when dead bodies begin piling up across the city and Sam receives a threat from an unknown source, she finds herself 

surrounded by a phalanx of friends she never realized she had. Among them is Clive, the leader of the city’s vampire community, whose good looks attract Sam 

“like a zombie to brains.” Kelly pulls off an impressive feat, weaving the sensitively handled story of Sam’s emotional recovery through a rollicking adventure. The



unique setting and endearingly quirky side characters only add to the charm. Readers will delight in both the humor and the heartache of this powerful urban

fantasy, and they’ll be eager to see where Sam goes next.” (Publisher’s Weekly (starred review)) 

 

"This action-packed paranormal series launch will appeal to readers who enjoy a plot-driven, female-centric journey of growth with a side of romance. Great for

fans of Patricia Briggs’s Alpha and Omega series.” (Book Life (Editor’s pick))

Dark Haven Found (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 49)

Author: I. T. Lucas

Anastasia is growing suspicious, and Leon is running out of excuses.

Risking death for a chance at immortality should’ve been her choice to make. Will she ever forgive him for taking it away from her?

Hellishly Ever After (Infernal Covenant Book 1)

Author: Nadine Mutas

Ever held a seance and accidentally trapped a demon into marriage? No takers? Just me? Crap.

Marriage is my idea of hell, at least until the day an unfairly hot demon shows up in my apartment and drags me to actual Hell—as his wife.

I’d honestly rather have a root canal without sedation than marry anyone, least of all a surly—even if damnably attractive—demon. But I’m bound to the contract

stupid Teenage Me made with Azazel when I accidentally summoned and trapped him into marriage, to be consummated if I were still single at twenty-five.

I’d forgotten all about it.

He hasn’t.

And now he’s here to claim me.

Neither of us is thrilled about this marriage-of-inconvenience, but what I hate even more than the idea of being married...is being ignored. So when Azazel intends

to park me out of sight and mind at the other end of his estate in Hell, I make it my newly eternal life’s mission to be as much of a real inconvenience to him as

possible.

It’s all fun and games, until I find a soul that shouldn’t be in Hell, stumble smack-dab into the middle of a demon family feud…and the banter between me and

Azazel turns so hot it might consume me.

Hellishly Ever After is the first installment in a new paranormal romance series by award-winning author Nadine Mutas. It will follow the same heroine, Zoe, for

several books, and tell her love story with Azazel and her adventures in Hell (and beyond), but this first book does NOT end in a cliffhanger.

If you love laugh-out-loud funny enemies-to-lovers stories with enough heat to burn up the pages, you don’t want to miss this book!

Magical Midlife Love: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 4)

Author: K.F. Breene

Wall Street Journal Bestseller!

The Ivy House team is shaping up, but there are still holes to be filled, and a magical summons outstanding. Jessie needs a teacher. Someone who can fit in with

the whacky Ivy House crew. And that was going just fine...until she gets a request to host a powerful, neighboring mage.

A teacher isn't going to be enough. She needs more power in her crew. She needs some might.

This time, Austin Steele might not be able to dominate what she calls in, creatures no shifter has ever dominated before.

But that isn't all Austin has to worry about. After a skirmish in the bar, suddenly his whole world is turned upside down. He can no longer ignore the feelings that

have been growing for Jess.

He also can't ignore the town's complete lack of readiness for the neighboring mage's visit. He must call in his brother to help lock down the town. And when his

brother arrives, he must finally hash out the past that has split them apart so that he can claim his future.



Librarian Bear (Virtue Shifters Book 2)

Author: Zoe Chant

Sarah is looking for love under the covers...of a good book!

As a small-town librarian, Sarah has her hands full with projects that range from running an in-library day care to planning her best friend's wedding. Romance is

a complication she doesn't need...until he walks in.

Archivist Matthew is a big-city bear shifter looking forward to a quiet, short-term project in Virtue before heading to his dream job in New York. He didn't count on

Virtue's vibrant, sexy librarian stealing his heart with a single glance….

Matthew never meant to stay; Sarah never meant to fall. But as they investigate a mystery from Virtue's past together, neither wants to turn the page on a

blossoming summer romance that just might last a lifetime.

LIBRARIAN BEAR is a delightful, steamy standalone with a guaranteed happily ever after and no cliffhangers. If you're looking for charming, funny paranormal

shifter romance, one-click now and fall in love with the Virtue Shifters!

Reckless Road (Torpedo Ink Book 5)

Author: Christine Feehan

Refuel your passion with a new installment of the Torpedo Ink series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

While Gedeon “Player” Lazaroff is one of Torpedo Ink motorcycle club’s roughest members, he’s also one of the calmest. Little rattles Player, except for the times

his gift gets the better of him. When that happens, he has to just lie down in the dark and hope for the best. But on a night when he’s on the verge of losing it, he

meets a woman who manages to soothe his fractured mind.

Zyah is a striking, ethereal beauty who seduces him with every word and move. Their night together is one of pure, exquisite bliss. But when Player gets confused

and thinks their intimate encounter was nothing more than a dream, his careless dismissal leaves her humiliated and angry. 

Now, Player will have to devote his every breath to convincing Zyah to give him a second chance. Because she might be the only one who can save him from

himself.…

Playing with a Lawyer (A Paranormal's Love Book 33)

Author: Charlie Richards

Lawyer Jory Dartmore runs across some confusing points in a case file. He calls the ex-employee who’d been working on the file, Attain Walsh, but his phone is

picked up by the man’s lover, Ssimeas. When Ssimeas tells Jory that Attain is unavailable for a while, he invites Jory to the ranch for dinner and to speak with

Attain afterward. Jory accepts, curious about the man who’d won the heart of Attain, a confirmed bachelor.

Jory enjoys the meal and the company before slipping into an office to speak privately with Attain. When he opens the door to leave, he comes face to face

with…something other. To Jory’s eternal embarrassment, he faints.

Biscane would forever feel horrible for freaking out his mate, even though he wasn’t trying to. He was just heading upstairs with his breakfast when a scent

catches his attention. He can’t resist pausing to sniff around the door. While growling with delight at the delicious aroma...the door opens, and Jory appears.

Fortunately, Biscane’s gargoyle reflexes and strength make it easy to catch him.

Upon finding out that Jory is a high-profile lawyer working at a firm with at least one homophobe, can Biscane figure out a way to bring his human round to the

idea of sharing a life with him?

Magical Midlife Dating: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 2)

Author: K.F. Breene

She must learn to fly, but can she withstand the allure of the handsome new teacher? 

 

A Wall Street Journal bestseller and Top 3 book in the entire Amazon Kindle store! 

 

The decision has been made. Jessie has taken the magic, and all the weird that goes with it. Including wings. 

 

There's only one problem - she can't figure out how to access them. 



Through a series of terrible decisions, Jessie realizes she must ask for help. Gargoyle help. 

 

But she could've never predicted who answers her call - he's an excellent flier, incredibly patient, and a good trainer. He's also incredibly handsome. And

interested. 

 

Maybe flying isn't the only thing she needs help with. Maybe she needs help getting back on that saddle, too, emerging into the dating pool. 

 

Except, the new gargoyle is also an alpha, just like Austin, and the town isn't big enough for two. 

 

Turns out, flying is the least of her problems.

Resisting His Mate: Braeden & Paisley (Protected by the Pack Book 2)

Author: Christa Wick

Braeden: For five agonizing years now, I've tried to push the lush, far-too-sweet woman out of my life, and my dreams. She's a human, which makes her a

danger to all the shifters in Night Falls. She's also untouched, which makes her a danger to what little restraint I possess around her with each passing day. But

seeing as how she's my little sister's best friend, avoiding her hasn't been easy. And now that there's a shooter targeting the pack, the only way I can keep

Paisley safe is to keep her close. As if that weren't impossible enough, the pack alpha goes and makes a decree. For her protection, Paisley needs to be mated

to someone in the pack by the end of the month. Damn it all to hell.

Paisley: I'm pretty sure the man hates me. To Braeden, I've always been the human he wished his sister would stop being friends with--literally a different

species from him, being that he and his sister are wolf-shifters and all. After years watching him blatantly keep his distance, no one is more shocked than I am

over his reaction when the shooter that's after the pack takes aim at me.

Previously published as Comes Now the Wicked Woodsman (c) 2016--same yummy shifter story, just with minor edits throughout and a fresh title/cover.

PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters)

Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx)

Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley)

Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover)

Healing Her Patient: Kindred Tales #33

Author: Evangeline Anderson

A woman who struggles with infertility has given up on finding love

A warrior who thinks he will never be able to bond a bride

Thrown together on a mission where they must pretend to be Joined Mates

Will their lie become a reality?

Dr. Danielle Adams isn't looking for love. Health issues have rendered her unable to have kids and she has given up on finding a relationship. Instead, she's

focusing her energy on her career as a Medical Anthropologist. She's excited for her next assignment--going to study a new group of humanoids with their own

special brand of medicine. But when she receives an ancient love artifact that supposedly grants wishes about love, passion, and fertility, she can't help making a

few wishes of her own. Not that they'll ever come true...

Commander Bravik is a Hybrid Kindred--half Blood, half Beast and all business. He's also the Diplomat in charge of the first cultural visit to Soluu Four, home of

the H'raken people. Rumors that they have incredible healing techniques that don't rely on medical technology have piqued the High Council's interest, so they

are sending Bravik and a human woman he barely knows--Dr. Danielle Adams--to investigate.

Everything is going well until they arrive on Soluu Four and find out they are expected to bring a mate. In order to avoid offending their hosts and ruining the

mission, Danni pretends to be Bravick's bride. But to her surprise, the healing techniques she has come to study turn out to be sexual in nature. When her

"husband," Bravik, is injured on the strange little planet, she is called upon to put her new skills to the test. Things are getting hot and heavy--can it be that

Danni's wishes will come true after all?

You'll have to read Healing her Patient to find out.
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Layla

Author: Colleen Hoover

A Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller.

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover comes a novel that explores life after tragedy and the enduring spirit of love.

When Leeds meets Layla, he’s convinced he’ll spend the rest of his life with her—until an unexpected attack leaves Layla fighting for her life. After weeks in the

hospital, Layla recovers physically, but the emotional and mental scarring has altered the woman Leeds fell in love with. In order to put their relationship back on

track, Leeds whisks Layla away to the bed-and-breakfast where they first met. Once they arrive, Layla’s behavior takes a bizarre turn. And that’s just one of many

inexplicable occurrences.

Feeling distant from Layla, Leeds soon finds solace in Willow—another guest of the B&B with whom he forms a connection through their shared concerns. As his

curiosity for Willow grows, his decision to help her find answers puts him in direct conflict with Layla’s well-being. Leeds soon realizes he has to make a choice

because he can’t help both of them. But if he makes the wrong choice, it could be detrimental for all of them.

Wrapped in Fire (Shattered Stars Book 7)

Author: Viola Grace

Removed from her bond post, she wasn’t expecting to be moved from a retired overseer to the possession of the new generation. 

 

 

Recovering from an attack by a cranky client, Dorra is surprised to be pulled out of her cell and hauled off the floating station and down to the surface to visit a 

dying client. 

She arrives at the home of a client she hasn’t seen for months—the general. He smiles and invites her to stay and play strategy games with him. He has paid her 

bond off on the station, and she now has a new place to live. There is just one problem. The residence isn’t his anymore. His grandson has taken on the position 

of overseer, and it is Hreon’s opinion that matters.



Dorra is used to bantering and flirting with the general, but she knows instinctively that Hreon is not going to flirt and let things go. Her own body pulls the trigger. 

She’s receptive, he’s in rut, and very little is going to get in his way. He can’t get enough of her, and she gives him everything she has. 

Magical Midlife Invasion: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Leveling Up Book 3)

Author: K.F. Breene

Jessie is well on her way to learning her new life and settling in. The tough alpha, Austin, has joined her team, and she has painstakingly learned to fly. At the

moment, life couldn’t get any better.

But it can get a whole lot…more irritating.

Her parents have decided to visit. They don’t know anything about magic, about Jessie’s new digs, or about the crazy crew living in and around Jessie’s house.

She must do everything in her power to keep the truth away from them.

Which would be much easier without the unfelt presence lurking within Ivy House’s borders. It seems an enemy has figured out a way to magically bypass Ivy

House’s defenses. Jessie is completely exposed.

The real battle, however, won’t be with the incoming force. It will be between Mr. Tom and Jessie’s mom, each intent on being the most helpful. Mr. Tom might

have met his match, and he is not pleased.

Just when things were finally settling down, Jessie is in the thick of it again, and this time, the turmoil is all around her.

How It Has to Be (Oath of Bane Book 2)

Author: T. S. Joyce

Mercy. This was a word Brick Bane had never understood until his brother spared his life three weeks ago. As bear shifter with a failed mission, he’s watching his

brother’s every move to try and discover what has changed him so much. The only thing that makes sense? The girl his brother has broken the rules with. There’s

a waitress in town who is paying a little too much attention to Brick, and now he’s wondering why she’s calling so strongly to him. The rules are simple: Never

touch a human’s skin, never fall for a woman, and never, ever let a human find out what he is. But this beguiling creature is slowly making him want to break the

rules of the Oath of Bane too. The only problem? The consequence is complete annihilation…for both of them.

Trinity is just trying to get her head above water right now, but when a big, burly, sexy-as-fire mountain man starts frequenting her restaurant, she can’t help but

be distracted. He’s rough around the edges, and blunt, and has these crazy rules, but he’s also protective, and kind to her in surprising moments. After the year

she’s had, she sure could use the feeling of safety he provides. The issue with that? Brick Bane’s life is anything but safe. There’s a big bad bear in the woods

hunting them, and the crows in the sky say something is very, very wrong. She has two options. One, go back to the safe life, or two, stand beside Brick and

weather the storm that is barreling toward them.

Destiny is coming for the Bane brothers, and Trinity is determined not to let Brick hide from it any longer. Only her love can awaken the monster.

Don’t miss this exciting second installment in T. S. Joyce’s bestselling Oath of Bane novella series.

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences.

The Fallen (Hades Castle Trilogy Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

The angel of death wants me to be his wife. 

 

Most days, I steal from ships to earn a living. Not glamorous, admittedly, but it's honest work. Okay, fine. It isn't honest either, but it means I get to eat. 

 

Until one night, a sinfully sexy angel strides into my favorite dance hall and compels me to work for him. It isn't just work, though. He wants me to be his wife in 

Castle Hades. Apparently, his prophetic dreams say I'll help him become king. 

 

Beautiful as he is, he's also a lethal tyrant. And I could be in danger. Luckily, I know how to fight back, how to weaken an angel: I must seduce him. 

 

Now, this is a battle, and he’s my beautiful enemy. We are fighting with weapons of desire, and we're both at risk of losing ourselves in this war. 

 

"Such an amazing author, who writes worlds you want to crawl within and live! If you have not read this book, what are you waiting for? CN Crawford



knocked this out of the park, and gave the perfect escape for 2020!" --Amelia Hutchins 

 

For readers of Laura Thalassa, Amelia Hutchins, Jennifer L. Armentrout, Linsey Hall, and Sarah J. Maas.

The Sea Dragon's Lion (Fire & Rescue Shifters: Friends and Family)

Author: Zoe Chant

To find her mate, she must brave a perilous, magical realm...

Dry land.

Sea dragon Jane Doe has never given up hope of finding her mate. Now, there’s only one place left to search. An enigmatic, intimidating place filled with baffling

wonders like flowers and ice cream.

Only the bravest sea dragons have ever dared to venture into the human world. Jane’s no warrior, but she’s determined to face the terrors above the sea. Her

mate must be on land, and she’s going to find him. No matter how long it takes.

Which, as it turns out, is approximately two minutes.

Finding their happy ending?

That’s going to be a lot harder….

A hilarious, heartwarming fish-out-of-water shifter romance, featuring fan-favorite characters from Zoe Chant's bestselling Fire & Rescue Shifters

series!

Author’s Note: The Sea Dragon’s Lion is a complete, standalone story, but it contains MAJOR spoilers for Firefighter Griffin and Firefighter Sea

Dragon. For maximum enjoyment, please read those books first!

Beauty and the Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 3)

Author: Grace Goodwin

No one denies the beast.

I am a Warlord. A beast.

An assassin for the Intelligence Core.

Even so, I've been sent to Earth for a simple mission: Find a mate.

I hold no hope. Who would want me? I'm scarred... inside and out.

But one look at the human beauty and there is no question, she’s mine.

When she is taken from me, I will use all my training to save her from my enemies.

Nothing on Earth—or any planet in the universe—will keep me from her.

She. Is. Mine.

The Haunting of Brynn Wilder: A Novel

Author: Wendy Webb

From the #1 Amazon Charts bestselling author of Daughters of the Lake comes an enthralling spellbinder of love, death, and a woman on the edge.

After a devastating loss, Brynn Wilder escapes to Wharton, a tourist town on Lake Superior, to reset. Checking into a quaint boardinghouse for the summer, she

hopes to put her life into perspective. In her fellow lodgers, she finds a friendly company of strangers: the frail Alice, cared for by a married couple with a

heartbreaking story of their own; LuAnn, the eccentric and lovable owner of the inn; and Dominic, an unsettlingly handsome man inked from head to toe in

mesmerizing tattoos.

But in this inviting refuge, where a century of souls has passed, a mystery begins to swirl. Alice knows things about Brynn, about all of them, that she shouldn’t. 

Bad dreams and night whispers lure Brynn to a shuttered room at the end of the hall, a room still heavy with a recent death. And now she’s become irresistibly



drawn to Dominic—even in the shadow of rumors that wherever he goes, suspicious death follows.

In this chilling season of love, transformation, and fear, something is calling for Brynn. To settle her past, she may have no choice but to answer.

The Monster MASH: A dead funny romantic comedy (The Monster MASH Trilogy Book 1)

Author: Angie Fox

Ancient gods. Modern war. And a star-crossed couple who could use some divine intervention.

The day I was drafted into the army of the gods, all I knew about being a MASH surgeon was what I’d learned from Hawkeye Pierce and Hot Lips Houlihan. Now

here I am, Dr. Petra Robichaud, in the middle of an immortal war, assigned to a MASH camp with a nosy sphinx, a vegetarian werewolf, and an uptight vampire

who really needs to get a life.

At least they’re all too busy with their own dramas to discover my secret: I can see the dead. It’s a forbidden gift, one that can get me killed, so I haven’t told a

soul.

Until the arrestingly intense Galen arrives on my operating table, half-dead and totally to-die-for. When his spirit tries to slip out of his fatally wounded body, I

impulsively slip it back in. Call it a rash resurrection. One I’ll live to regret.

Now Commander Galen of Delphi knows my secret, and he’s convinced I’m part of an ancient prophecy—one that can end the war for good. But taking a chance

could cost me everything. And it would be easier to convince him to leave me alone, except now the prophecies are starting to come true…

Warning: This novel contains a hefty dose of danger, drama, practical jokes, pet swamp lizards, brooding demigods, adventure, romance, and heart—in a MASH

camp where everybody knows your business.

What Reviewers are saying…

5 Stars! “Yet another Angie Fox book that is impossible to put down.”

5 Stars! “This was a cross between MASH and a grown up, sexy version of a Percy Jackson novel—lots of fun and a highly recommended read!”

5 Stars! “Can I give it 10 stars? This reminded me of the MASH TV shows that I watched growing up, only better.”

5 Stars! “Read this one fast only if you can afford the rest of the series, because you ARE going to want to read on.”

5 Stars! “Angie's humor is perfectly on par with MaryJanice Davidson's Undead Series, so if you have enjoyed those then you will love this.”

*The core of this book was originally called Immortally Yours, published by St. Martin's Press in 2012. The author has rewritten it into the way she always

envisioned the story to be, which means it is now a romantic comedy instead of an angsty book. Oh, and there are a lot more pet swamp lizards, too. 

Wolf Love: Warrior Wolves Complete Collection, Books One to Five

Author: Christine DePetrillo

Five Celtic warriors of the past are banished to the present. Small-town Vermont will never be the same.



When Reardon McAlator sees that his army will not win against a formidable enemy, he shares a “gift” with his top warriors. That secret weapon brings them an

epic victory, but it also angers Flidae, the Goddess of Wild Things. Exile for Reardon and his four brothers in battle is the punishment.

Or is it a prize instead?

“A fresh take on the standard werewolf love story.”

“Full of memorable characters with a solid plot and plenty of passion.”

“Recommended to all that love shifter tales!”

Join this pack of hot, howling warriors and find love in the woods!

This collection of five full-length novels in the Warrior Wolves Series includes:

Wolf Kiss

Wolf Fire

Wolf Vow

Wolf Angel

Wolf Sun

Other Series by Christine DePetrillo

The One Kind Deed Series, contemporary romance

“The town, the people, the love story... a perfect romance.”

The Maple Leaf Series, contemporary romance

“Fears, pride, love, passion ~ beautifully woven together with substance and depth.”

The Shielded Series, sci-fi romance

“Great world-building, excellent emotional depth, and a great ending...”

Nightfall (Grim Gate Book 1)

Author: Emily Goodwin

If you have a ghost problem, who you gonna call?

Not me. Seriously.

Been there, done that, and the short time I worked as a professional medium was nothing like what you see on TV. Things are way too heavy when you’re talking

to actual ghosts, and I’m pretty sure I’m the first and only person to be fired from what turned out to be a string of con-artists and fake psychics. That’s life, and

after twenty-four years of being able to see and hear spirits, I’ve grown used to it.

But when demonic bounty hunters start coming after me, I realize that maybe there’s more to me than being a medium…that maybe my entire life has been

nothing but fabricated memories and lies.

Right as everything is unraveling around me, I meet Ethan. I’m drawn to him as much as he scares me, as there’s no denying the darkness hiding in his hazel

eyes. He knows more about my powers than I do and can help me, yet I can’t ignore how the timing of our meeting is too perfect for a mere coincidence.

As the demons close in, I’m forced to make a choice: trust Ethan or face the demons alone. One is certainly more dangerous than the other, and if I don’t choose

correctly, it will cost me everything…including my heart.

The Write Hook: A Paranormal Women’s Fiction Novel: My So-Called Mystical Midlife Book One

Author: Robyn Peterman

Midlife is full of surprises. Not all of them are working for me. 

 

At forty-two I’ve had my share of ups and downs. Relatively normal, except when the definition of normal changes… drastically. 

 

NYT Bestselling Romance Author: Check 

Amazing besties: Check 

Lovely home: Check



Pet cat named Thick Stella who wants to kill me: Check 

Wacky Tabacky Dealing Aunt: Check 

Cheating husband banging the weather girl on our kitchen table: Check 

Nasty Divorce: Oh yes 

Characters from my novels coming to life: Umm… yes 

Crazy: Possibly 

 

Four months of wallowing in embarrassed depression should be enough. I’m beginning to realize that no one is who they seem to be, and my life story might be

spinning out of my control. It’s time to take a shower, put on a bra, and wear something other than sweatpants. Difficult, but doable. 

 

With my friends—real and imaginary—by my side, I need to edit my life before the elusive darkness comes for all of us. 

 

The plot is no longer fiction. It’s my reality, and I’m writing a happy ever after no matter what. I just have to find the write hook. 

A Lair So Sinful

Author: Zoey Ellis

From a dark, magic-ravaged world comes an enthralling new fantasy romance series. Five brothers, last of an ancient Alpha bloodline, each bound by

fire and blood to their majestic dragons.

Captive in a dragon lord’s lair. No memory. Stripped bare.

I’mya awakens to find herself the property of Nyro—a rare and powerful Alpha bonded to a monstrous dragon. Like the other women in the lair, her only purpose

is to satiate his every fantasy, but the beautiful omega is hiding a dark secret—even from herself.

From the first explosive encounter with Nyro, her incredible power is unleashed.

His carnal desires feed the fire of her magic.

Nyro’s captivation with her turns to possession, and I’mya becomes more than a plaything for him.

But as shards of her memories puzzle back together, her mind finally unveils the compelling truth.

A purpose much more sinister than pleasure.

Passion. Obsession. Betrayal.

I’mya must fulfill her quest, regardless of the cost. Nyro has conquered her body, but if he discovers the truth behind her presence in his lair… it is her life he will

take.

A LAIR SO SINFUL is the first book in an adult fantasy romance standalone series. This story includes romance of a dark nature and a HEA.

The Haunting of the House on Greenpond Road: A Riveting Haunted House Mystery (A Riveting Haunted

House Mystery Series Book 23)

Author: Abigail Rose

A paranormal phenomenon, a mysterious curse, and an old town with a sinister past.

When Amber finds a miraculously low-priced house for rent, what she thought was the solution to all of her problems becomes the beginning of her worst

nightmare.

Bewitched: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel : Betwixt & Between Book Two

Author: Darynda Jones

A Paranormal Women's Fiction with a bit of class, and a lot of sass, for anyone who feels like age is just a number! 

 

Forty-something Defiance Dayne only recently discovered she comes from a long line of powerful witches. Added to that was the teensy, infinitesimal 

fact that she is what’s called a charmling. One of three on the entire planet. And there are other witches who will stop at nothing to steal her immense



power, which would basically involve her unfortunate and untimely death. 

 

No one told her life after forty would mean having to learn new lifeskills—such as how to survive a witch hunter dead set on killing her—or that the

sexiest man alive would be living in her basement. 

 

Whoever said life begins at forty was clearly a master of the underappreciated and oft maligned understatement. 

Bewitched: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel : Betwixt & Between Book Two

Author: Darynda Jones

A Paranormal Women's Fiction with a bit of class, and a lot of sass, for anyone who feels like age is just a number!

Forty-something Defiance Dayne only recently discovered she comes from a long line of powerful witches. Added to that was the teensy, infinitesimal

fact that she is what’s called a charmling. One of three on the entire planet. And there are other witches who will stop at nothing to steal her immense

power, which would basically involve her unfortunate and untimely death.

No one told her life after forty would mean having to learn new lifeskills—such as how to survive a witch hunter dead set on killing her—or that the

sexiest man alive would be living in her basement.

Whoever said life begins at forty was clearly a master of the underappreciated and oft maligned understatement.

Last Strand: An Elemental Assassin book

Author: Jennifer Estep

Every bloody thread has been leading to this . . .

I’ve battled a lot of bad guys in my time, both as Gin Blanco and as the notorious assassin the Spider. But I’ve never faced off against anyone quite as powerful

and deadly as the dastardly leader of the Circle secret society.

Just when I finally have a lead on how I can defeat the evil group once and for all, new information comes to light that throws me for a loop. Suddenly, everyone

and everything I love is in imminent peril of being destroyed, and I’m racing against the clock to figure out a way to save my friends.

The stakes couldn’t be higher, and the danger has never been greater. Somehow, I need to weave one last strand in my web of death—and kill my enemies

before they kill me . . .

The Jackal (Black Dagger Brotherhood: Prison Camp Book 1)

Author: J.R. Ward

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Sinner brings another hot adventure of true love and ultimate sacrifice in the Black Dagger

Brotherhood world.

The location of the glymera’s notorious prison camp was lost after the raids. When a freak accident provides Nyx clues to where her sister may still be doing time,

she becomes determined to find the secret subterranean labyrinth. Embarking on a journey under the earth, she learns a terrible truth—and meets a male who

changes everything forever.

The Jackal has been in the camp for so long he cannot recall anything of the freedom he once knew. Trapped by circumstances out of his control, he helps Nyx

because he cannot help himself. After she discovers what happened to her sister, getting her back out becomes a deadly mission for them both.

United by a passion they can’t deny, they work together on an escape plan for Nyx—even though their destiny is to be forever apart. And as the Black Dagger

Brotherhood is called upon for help, and Rhage discovers he has a half-brother who’s falsely imprisoned, a devious warden plots the deaths of them all…even the

Brothers.

Maid for the Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 2)

Author: Grace Goodwin

An Atlan Warlord in Mating Fever with two choices: Be the latest bachelor beast on an Earth reality television show to find his perfect mate or face certain 

death in an Atlan prison. Braun's not sure which is worse... until a female enters his hotel suite with towels and cleaning supplies.



 

She isn't part of the television show. 

 

She isn't available. 

 

She isn't interested in mating with an alien. 

 

She isn't his. 

 

Try telling that to his beast, because one look at the maid and Braun knows he will do anything... anything, to claim her.

Missing Lynx (Kodiak Point Book 7)

Author: Eve Langlais

His happiness isn’t complete until he finds the missing lynx.

Kodiak Point is a place where shapeshifters can hide and heal. No one needs that more than Rilee. She’s not a people person. Heck, most of the time, she’s

running around on four feet. She’s had it with the world and isn’t interested in the big, brash man who thinks she should smile more. If he pushes the issue, her

claws will come out.

Mateo’s been banished to small-town Alaska while a certain situation settles down. The sleepy town is a change of pace from his overbearing mother, especially

after he meets his perfect mate. Better woo her quick, because once his mother arrives, she’s sure to sabotage his plans.

Before he can seduce his mate, danger arrives in the form of poachers looking to score a furry trophy. Rilee and Mateo will have to rely on each other to survive.

And when the snowflakes settle, maybe fall in love.

Simon's Runaway Mate (James Pack Book 5)

Author: Lacey Thorn

Cici…

I’ve been fascinated with shifters since my father married one and I inherited a big brother named Hannibal. Following him on the hunt for rogue wolves was fun

and exciting. Right up to the minute it wasn’t. Waking up in a hospital bed with a large golden god looming over me wasn’t on my radar either. Falling for him? Out

of the question. Now, I’m running because no matter how much I yearn for his touch, I’m not who he wants. But Simon? I’m learning he’s the wolf those tall tales

warn you about.

Simon…

I’ve always had a fascination with humans. So fragile as they go about their day to day lives never knowing what lurks around them. Then there was her. I spilled

blood for her. I’d do it again. I claimed her when I carried her to safety. My mate. I’ll forgive her for not understanding. She is human. But running from me should

have never crossed her mind. Now, I’ll have to chase her down and show her exactly who she belongs to.

Unicorn Vet

Author: Zoe Chant

Who do you call when you find a tiny baby dragon? Shifter Vets!

Angel is a small-town veterinarian with a horny secret. Everly is a stressed-out manager on vacation who just found a darling baby dragon. He knows they were

made for each other. But a few things stand between them and true love, namely...

1. A truckload of mystery fish.

2. His suspicious werewolf colleague.

3. Her job that won't leave her alone.

4. The flaw in his magic that got him rejected by the other unicorns.

5. A deadly creature whose gaze turns living things to stone.

6. A teleporting chicken.

Her life is in the city. His is in the country. But Vets For All Pets--and the magical animals its shifter vets care for--have a lot of practice at bridging different

worlds...

Unicorn Vet is a sweet, short shifter romance, perfect for reading on your lunch break.  If you love tiny dragons, kittens with wings, and other magical creatures,

one-click on Unicorn Vet now!



The Dead Don’t Drink at Lafitte’s (Sam Quinn Book 2)

Author: Seana Kelly

I’m Sam Quinn, the werewolf book nerd owner of the Slaughtered Lamb Bookstore and Bar. Things have been busy lately. While the near-constant attempts on

my life have ceased, I now have a vampire gentleman caller. I’ve been living with Clive and the rest of his vampires for a few weeks while the Slaughtered Lamb

is being rebuilt. It’s going about as well as you’d expect.

My mother was a wicche and long dormant abilities are starting to make themselves known. If I’d had a choice, necromancy wouldn’t have been my top pick, but

it’s coming in handy. A ghost warns me someone is coming to kill Clive. When I rush back to the nocturne, I find vamps from New Orleans readying an attack.

One of the benefits of vampires looking down on werewolves is no one expects much of me. They don’t expect it right up until I take their heads.

Now, Clive and I are setting out for New Orleans to take the fight back to the source. Vampires are masters of the long game. Revenge plots are often decades, if

not centuries, in the making. We came expecting one enemy, but quickly learn we have darker forces scheming against us. Good thing I’m the secret weapon

they never see coming.

Enticing His Mate: Joshua & Clover (Protected by the Pack Book 3)

Author: Christa Wick

Clover: The man may be my brother's new second in command, but to me, Joshua's just the bossy pain in the ass who's way too good at getting under my skin.

To be fair, I suppose my less-than-sunny disposition when he's around can take some of the credit for provoking him. I can't help it. He's the pack's alpha cat--a

hulking, hot mountain lion shifter, and thus the bane of my existence on principle. Cats and I, we don't mix. A pride of lions from California had slaughtered my

parents when I was a kid, making sport of hunting me nearly to death as well. Then not too long ago, a psycho she-cat shot me with a poisoned dart. Seriously.

Give me a skunk over a cat any day.

Joshua: I'm well aware of how easily I can rile up my boss's little sister. Who can blame me? The feisty she-wolf is like my own personal catnip. With claws. So

when a rare second heat sends Clover running for the hills--my hills--there's no way in hell I'm going to let the opportunity to finally claim my mate pass me by.

Her head may have her convinced she can't trust me, but the rest of her sure isn't listening anymore.

Previously published as Desired by the Wicked Woodsman (c) 2016--same yummy shifter story, just with minor edits throughout and a fresh title/cover.

PROTECTED BY THE PACK (MC shifters)

Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx)

Book 2: Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley)

Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua & Clover)

Shifter Kings: A Romantic Fantasy Collection

Author: Lisa Blackwood

Heroes still learning to be human… 

 

Master of the Hunt and Night Huntress: 

In a land of three warring kingdoms, a centaur huntsman and a warrior priestess might be the only hope for peace. If the two enemies don’t kill each other first, 

they might even find love. 

 

Seira of Blackstone has fought in many border skirmishes against the centaurs of the lowlands, but when she comes upon a massacre, it’s soon apparent the 

centaur and human dead weren’t fighting each other. 

 

Toryn, a centaur huntsman, is following the trail of a new enemy when he encounters Seira, the most exquisite female he’s ever beheld. She’s majestic, 

battle-hardened, strong-willed, and her sharp tongue fires his blood more than any other female he’s ever met. 

 

While Seira’s natural instinct is to kill the horseman, she’s also swift to see they have a better chance of success if they work together. 

 

Dragon Archer 

 

When a fierce huntress meets a fire-breathing dragon, enough sparks fly to start an inferno. 

 

Warrior-Priestess Rhavana of High Rock owes her freedom to Seira of Blackstone and Crown Prince Toryn of the centaurs, so when duty requires them to 

journey into the homeland of the dragons in order to discover how deep the soul-mage conspiracy runs, Rhavana joins them. 

 

But trouble meets them at the border in the form of a big red dragon calling himself Kolaith. 

 

First Queen of the Gryphons:



 

When the Goddess Ishtar orders King Hillalum of the Gryphons to watch over a human shepherdess, he thinks he’ll find the sheep more interesting than the

woman, but once he meets Amata, he soon realizes she’s his perfect match. 

 

Ishtar’s Blade: 

 

The court of the gryphon king has ever been a dangerous and seductive place. Yet as the childhood companion of King Ditanu, Iltani never doubted her place in

either his kingdom or his heart. 

 

Then duty called her away to complete her training. 

 

Now, a woman grown and a sword-maiden to the goddess Ishtar, Iltani returns and takes up her sacred destiny to protect the royal line. But so much has

changed. Ditanu most of all. 

 

The youth she knew is gone. A stoic, untouchable king now sits the throne. 

 

Blade’s Honor 

 

Rescued from her grandfather’s dungeon by the King of the Gryphons, Enkara only wishes to repay that great debt by serving as one of the elite Shadow Guards

tasked with protecting the royal line. Unfortunately, the gods have other plans… 

 

Betrayal’s Price 

 

Warrior-Scout Ashayna Stonemantle has no awareness of her fate until her sentient magic manipulates her into seeking out one of the enemy—Sorntar, Crown

Prince of the Phoenix. If she dare trust the word of an enemy prince who is also an avian shape-shifting mage, their souls and futures are eternally linked. 

 

Herd Mistress 

 

From the moment Shadowdancer encountered Sorsha, he knew she was a Herd Mistress—a rare worker of magic, key to the Santhyrian nation's survival. His

first obligation is to protect her and bring her back to the safety of the herd, but when Sorsha is threatened by Lord Master Trensler and his priesthood, they soon

discover Trensler serves a darker master, one willing to devour all magic until the world dies. And that evil wants Shadowdancer and Sorsha. 

 

Maiden’s Wolf: 

 

Beatrice, a young healer living on the outskirts of the human port settlement of River’s Divide, simply wishes to hide herself from the searching eyes of the

Priesthood of the Revealing Light. 

 

Her already complicated life grows more perilous when a lupwyn scout stumbles into a trap set by the priesthood. If she sits back and does nothing, the wolf-like

shapeshifter will be drained dry by the priests until he is an empty, soulless slave. 

 

Shifter Kings contains Master of the Hunt, Night Huntress, Dragon Archer, First Queen of the Gryphons, Ishtar’s Blade, Blade’s Honor, Betrayal’s

Price, Herd Mistress and Maiden’s Wolf. 

Shifter Reunion (Midlife Shifters Book 4)

Author: J.L. Wilder

It’s been twenty years since I’ve seen my ex-husband,

and now we’re both back for the shifter reunion.

Going back to Gulch Point for the shifter reunion,

Was a HUGE mistake.

First, I made out with my ex-husband.

A charismatic man I’d swore never to forgive.

Then our dictator of an alpha is trying to force everyone to stay,

to sign up for his arranged marriages.

The wolf he wants me to mate

is a no-good drunk who’s stuck in his high school days.

And now that my ex’s child is growing in my womb,

I need to see if he can become the alpha I always knew he could be.

18+ Only. All books in the Midlife Shifters series can be read as a standalone.

Wicked All Night: A Night Rebel Novel



Author: Jeaniene Frost

Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress World, ancient deities are poised to wreak havoc, unless vampires Veritas and Ian can

stop them ... in this thrilling Night Rebel novel!

Set in New York Times bestselling author Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress World, ancient deities are poised to wreck havoc, unless vampires Veritas

and Ian can stop them ... in this thrilling Night Rebel novel!

A gift from the gods... 

Veritas and Ian have finally defeated their worst enemy, but the power it took to pierce through to the netherworld has unexpected consequences.

Soon, Veritas is forced to rely on the last person she trusts---a golden deity named Phanes, who seeks far more than a temporary alliance with the

beautiful vampire.

Can unleash hell...

But a supernatural escape soon pits Veritas and Ian against beings seeking to rule over mortals once again.  Now, they must rally friends and foes

alike--if the vampire council doesn't execute Veritas first. Plus, a wedge between Veritas and Ian threatens to destroy their love. Can they stand

together against the unearthly powers about to be unleashed? Or does their love--and humanity--not stand a chance?

Prince of Darkness: Forbidden Vampire Romance (A Paranormal Night Club Book 4)

Author: Brittany White

A Secret Child Born from One Night of Forbidden Love --

The Vampire Hunter

I come from a long line of vampire hunters.

Love between a hunter and a vampire would never be accepted.

But after one night of passionate love with a Vampire Prince.

A child was born, who is my heart and soul,

I kept this secret from her royal father.

My love for this vampire is forbidden

But my heart aches for him every time I look into my daughter’s face.

What will happen when he sees himself in her eyes?

The Vampire Prince

I never wanted a permanent mate.

After all, as an immortal, there would be plenty of time to settle down.

A rule I never broke was to be with a mortal human.

Yet, one passionate night with a vampire hunter left me wanting more.

When she disappeared, I had to find her and discover what secret she was keeping from me.

She hid well, but as a vampire, I always find my prey.

When I discovered what she was hiding, I was in shock.

Can I let go of my vow to never settle down, especially with a human, to find true happiness?

Can a vampire Prince let go of his vows to only mate with vampires and embrace his human love?

Rodney: Marshall’s Shadow – Jaguar Shapeshifter Romance (Marshall's Shadow Book 4)

Author: Kathi S. Barton

Marshall’s Shadow

Sheppard

Dean

Oakley

Rodney

Heath

Trenton



Rebel had been called to the US when she’d been informed that her brother was dying, but she arrived too late. He left behind a devastated wife, two small

children, and a load of debt. Rebel stayed to help out as best she could, taking a job at the local hospital, but working conditions there were unbearable, and she

had no choice but to quit or kill someone—namely the head nurse. And as a doctor, she had taken an oath to save lives, not take them.

Rodney ran a small practice. He handled the medical care for the local schools and worked at the hospital when needed for emergencies. And when a little boy

came into his office to get stitched up from being ambushed by bullies, Rodney knew he had to get to the bottom of the problem. When the boy’s Aunt Rebel

shows up and takes over, Rodney instantly knows who she is to him—his mate. Having to approach her with the subject had his cat curling up inside him. He had

watched his brothers flounder around with their new mates, and he didn’t want to start off on the wrong foot.

It didn’t take but a minute for Rebel to assess the new situation, and she wasn’t sure how she felt about it. She also needed a job, not a handout. She was a

doctor, damn it, and a good one. No man, especially one she didn’t know, was going to order her around. If he thought he could, she’d let him know fast that she

was no pushover.

Dark Song (The Dark Book 34)

Author: Christine Feehan

Two Carpathians find hope in the bond that ties their souls in this passionate novel in Christine Feehan’s #1 New York Times bestselling series.

Stolen from her home at a young age and tormented for centuries, Elisabeta Trigovise is scared to show herself to anyone. Even though she has been rescued

and is now safe within the Carpathian compound, she has lived in fear for so long she has no idea how to survive without it. She wants to answer the siren call of

her lifemate—but the very thought terrifies her.

Before he found Elisabeta, Ferro Arany was an ancient warrior without emotion. Now that his senses have come alive, he knows it will take more than kind words

and soft touches to convince the fractured woman that they are partners, not master and prisoner. For now, he will give her his strength until she finds hers,

allowing the steady rhythm of his heart to soothe Elisabeta's fragile soul.

But even as she learns to stand on her own, the vampire who kept her captive is desperate to claim her again, threatening the song Elisabeta and Ferro are

writing together.

How It's Supposed to Be (Oath of Bane Book 1)

Author: T. S. Joyce

Auxor Bane has made a pact. He and his brothers made a promise to each other that they would let their bear shifter lineage die off with them, for the betterment

of mankind. They aren’t fluffy, and they aren’t cute. As one of the three remaining bear shifters alive, Aux struggles daily with the predator inside of him. His life is

simple and manageable so long as he never breaks the rules enforced by his brothers. Rule number one: Never touch a human’s skin. Rule number two: never

fall for one of the fragile creatures. Rule number three: never, ever let a human know what he is. But when he stumbles upon a car wreck in the remote Montana

mountains, during the biggest snow storm of the year, he can’t just leave the stranded human to die. And in a series of unfortunate events that follows, he also

can’t let her out of his sight if he wants to survive her.

Gwen Smithers had a plan. A great plan. A plan that will get her out of the stagnancy of her life and onto an adventure. This week was going to change her life,

but in a split second on an icy road, all of her plans were derailed. Her rescuer is growly, and ill-mannered, and won’t show his face. And his eyes are such a

strange color. But as she struggles to trust the mysterious mountain man, he’s revealing a strange and dangerous culture she never would’ve imagined existing.

For the life of her, she can’t conjure up fear of Aux. Her human instincts must be broken, because it’s becoming clearer and clearer…Aux isn’t the man she

thought he was. In fact, he isn’t a man at all. And the more she tries to understand him, the more she wants to break the oath he has made.

Don’t miss this first novella in T. S. Joyce’s exciting brand-new Oath of Bane series.

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences.

Fire & Rescue Shifters: Coyote in the Sea (Fire & Rescue Shifters: Friends and Family)

Author: Zoe Chant

She found her happy ending.

Now if she can just help these young fools find theirs…

Sea dragons. Sometimes you just want to grab ‘em by the gills and shake some sense into those thick, honor-stuffed skulls.

And there’s one cranky old coyote shifter who’s not afraid to do just that.



Martha knows that youngsters have to learn for themselves… but that doesn’t mean you can’t give them a nudge in the right direction. If, that is, you can make

the darn idiots listen. With three headstrong whippersnappers diving straight into trouble, this might take more than a sharp word and a sugar cookie to solve.

Fortunately, she can always call on the help of the biggest shark in the sea…

Author’s Note: This is not a standalone story! Coyote in the Sea takes place in between Fire & Rescue Shifters and Fire & Rescue Shifters: Wildfire

Crew, and features characters from both series. It is intended to be read after those books.

How It's Supposed to Be (Oath of Bane Book 1)

Author: T. S. Joyce

Auxor Bane has made a pact. He and his brothers made a promise to each other that they would let their bear shifter lineage die off with them, for the betterment

of mankind. They aren’t fluffy, and they aren’t cute. As one of the three remaining bear shifters alive, Aux struggles daily with the predator inside of him. His life is

simple and manageable so long as he never breaks the rules enforced by his brothers. Rule number one: Never touch a human’s skin. Rule number two: never

fall for one of the fragile creatures. Rule number three: never, ever let a human know what he is. But when he stumbles upon a car wreck in the remote Montana

mountains, during the biggest snow storm of the year, he can’t just leave the stranded human to die. And in a series of unfortunate events that follows, he also

can’t let her out of his sight if he wants to survive her.

Gwen Smithers had a plan. A great plan. A plan that will get her out of the stagnancy of her life and onto an adventure. This week was going to change her life,

but in a split second on an icy road, all of her plans were derailed. Her rescuer is growly, and ill-mannered, and won’t show his face. And his eyes are such a

strange color. But as she struggles to trust the mysterious mountain man, he’s revealing a strange and dangerous culture she never would’ve imagined existing.

For the life of her, she can’t conjure up fear of Aux. Her human instincts must be broken, because it’s becoming clearer and clearer…Aux isn’t the man she

thought he was. In fact, he isn’t a man at all. And the more she tries to understand him, the more she wants to break the oath he has made.

Don’t miss this first novella in T. S. Joyce’s exciting brand-new Oath of Bane series.

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences.

Beta: Bay Harbor Wolves 4

Author: B.A. Stretke

Remy is on the run, and he doesn’t know where to go. He’s tried running before, and somehow he is always found. His abusive boyfriend seems to always know

where he is. He may have taken the beating of his life, but this time, he got away. Todd was drunk, and Remy walked out the door and didn’t look back. Now

sitting in a bus station in Eastport, he has a decision to make. He sees someone he knows, someone, who could give him away, and he makes the fateful choice

to take a seat next to a strong and mysterious looking stranger. That decision will change Remy’s life forever.

Zayn is doing Seamus a favor. Seamus, as an enforcer, has to meet and welcome new members of the Wolf Pack when they arrive in Eastport. Zayn is a Beta

and doesn’t usually tag along, but Seamus’ social skills sometimes leave a lot to be desired. It seems like a normal winter night at the Eastport Station until Zayn

feels the presence of the man who just took a seat next to him and breathed in the most glorious scent. This man, this stranger, is his mate. Just as soon as the

realization hits him, the man is off, running to catch the next bus going God knows where. Zayn is hot on his heels. He can’t let his mate, his forever love, slip

through his fingers.

There is danger around every curve and new discoveries to be made. Remy needs to learn to trust a stranger, and Zayn needs to win the heart of a fragile man

wounded too many times by those who claimed to love him. Can Zayn save Remy before it’s too late? Can Remy accept the love and future Zayn wants to give

him?

Fate finds a way.

Tribute to the Alpha: A Wolf-Shifter Romance (Alma Venus Shifter-Brides)

Author: Cara Wylde

The war between humans and shapeshifters must end. There has been too much bloodshed, and it’s time for the factions to sign a peace treaty. But there is one 

man, one wolf warrior, who does not want peace. Not even when humans would be forced to provide shifters with brides to bear them heirs. Ruarc Bloodmoon is 

not interested in a willing human bride. All he wants is power. 



Alma is the only daughter of the future representative of the human faction, and she is ready to sacrifice herself to keep her loved ones safe. Ruarc will listen to

no one and negotiate with no one, but maybe he will, if she offers herself to him. If she becomes the first shifter bride in history, maybe he will finally see that

peace is the only way for humans and shifters to move forward. 

 

Note from the author: This is a prequel to the Alma Venus Shifter-Brides series, which currently has four completed novels and various bonus novellas available

on Amazon. The series is complete, and ready for you to devour. 

Cry Wolf: A Suspenseful Paranormal Romance (Big Bad Wolf Book 5)

Author: Charlie Adhara

"Charlie Adhara once again delivers a clever, fast-moving, intriguing and twisty mystery." —All About Romance

Don’t miss this thrilling installment in Charlie Adhara’s suspenseful paranormal mystery series, Big Bad Wolf.

Agent Cooper Dayton never thought anything could be harder than solving murders. Until he had to plan a wedding.

After taking down an old adversary, Agent Cooper Dayton of the Bureau of Special Investigations has earned a break. Not that planning a wedding to his sexy

shifter partner, Oliver Park, is necessarily stress free, but it’s better than worrying about the ominous warning, delivered months ago, that Cooper’s life is in

danger.

When he’s dragged to an event by his family, Cooper braces for an awkward evening, but instead finds himself in the middle of an ugly feud between Park’s ex

and a rebel pack leader. What was supposed to be a quick outing turns into a full-blown murder investigation after the pack leader ends up dead, Park’s ex goes

missing, and Cooper and Park are sent a series of disturbing wedding gifts that are somehow connected to it all.

The list of potential suspects is long, and with the bodies piling up, Cooper must turn to the one person he trusts the least: the villain he’s already put behind bars

once and who has nothing to lose by lying and everything to gain if Cooper is out of the picture—for good.

Big Bad Wolf

Book 1: The Wolf at the Door

Book 2: The Wolf at Bay

Book 3: Thrown to the Wolves

Book 4: Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing

Book 5: Cry Wolf

Crowning Destiny (The Fae Chronicles Book 7)

Author: Amelia Hutchins

War has come to Faery, and there’s no escaping the final battle.

We thought we were ready for anything.

We were wrong.

I couldn’t change who I was, so Destiny stepped in, forcing me to become what Faery needed to face down our enemies.

Can I forgive what happened and move past the lies and betrayals? Or will I destroy a world to bring the man I love to his knees, requiring us to become the

monsters the world wants us to be?

If you’re following the series for the Fae Chronicles, Elite Guards, and Monsters, reading order is as follows.

Fighting Destiny

Taunting Destiny

Escaping Destiny

Seducing Destiny

A Demon’s Dark Embrace

Playing with Monsters

Unraveling Destiny

Sleeping with Monsters

Claiming the Dragon King

Oh, Holy Knight

Becoming his Monster

A Demon’s Plaything

The Winter Court

If She’s Wicked

Embracing Destiny

Crowning Destiny

Perfect for anyone who loves an epic battle of love and loss, and war.



American Demon (Hollows Book 14)

Author: Kim Harrison

A thrilling return to the #1 New York Times bestselling urban fantasy series, continuing Rachel Morgan's story.

RACHEL MORGAN IS BACK--AND THE HOLLOWS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME.

What happens after you've saved the world? Well, if you're Rachel Mariana Morgan, witch-born demon, you quickly discover that something might have gone just

a little bit wrong. That the very same acts you and your friends took to forge new powers may have released something bound by the old. With a rash of zombies,

some strange new murders, and an exceedingly mysterious new demon in town, it will take everything Rachel has to counter this new threat to the world--and it

may demand the sacrifice of what she holds most dear.

Midlife Muse: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel: Nine Heirs and a Spare, Book 1

Author: Donna McDonald

Midlife Muse is a paranormal women’s fiction novel and a new action and adventure tale from USA Today Bestselling Author, Donna McDonald.

I may look like a 40-year-old woman, but inside I'm a goddess.

My name is Goddess Atlanta. Haven't you heard of me? No? Bet you've heard of my twin sister, Athena, the Goddess of War. Sure. Everyone’s heard of her.

Shunned by my birth family, I grew up with the Muses as sisters and friends. Being a Muse sucked, though, and I failed at inspiring others.

What can I say? Being a warrior is the song that sings in my blood. Just hand me a sword and move back while I call down lightning. Be careful though because

my aim’s not what it used to be. Becoming a 40-year-old and mostly mortal woman has taken a toll, especially on my knees.

Because of my father, my entire pantheon is also mortal and dying. I have to find a worthy champion to help me save us all. Failure is not an option no matter how

old or mortal I get.

My name is Atlanta, Goddess of the Doomsday Prophecy. And this is my Mortal Midlife Story.

WARNING: This new story is both paranormal (think Trolls, Pegasi, and Dragons) and women’s fiction (think about growing older). Some fantasy and romantic

elements are also included. This is the first book in my new series, Nine Heirs and a Spare, which has its roots in Greek mythology. You can count on the good

guys winning some of their battles, but that’s the only promise I can make. As with all my writing, there will also be lots of laughs along the way.

Lost Girl (Wolf Girl Series Book 2)

Author: Leia Stone

I've been kidnapped by vampires and Sawyer is under some love spell.

Now I’ve got to traipse through the entire Magic Lands without getting killed to make it back to Werewolf City… hopefully in one piece.

Everything would have worked out as planned if Sawyer hadn’t gone on another revenge killing spree in my honor.

Now the entire magical world is at war, and my True Mate and I are stuck in the middle of it.

It's just another Monday.

Dark Flame: An MM urban fantasy romance (Flame Born Book 1)

Author: Kat Silver

"I know who you are, Michael, because you belong to me. You were born to be mine." ~ Alexei Vasiliev, the vampire prince. 

 

Haunted by the death of his parents, Michael Blakeley wants answers. The twenty-six-year-old martial artist seeks their killer, but he also wants to know why 

electronics short out at his touch, and why his libido is a raging fire. 

 

When a group of soldiers calling themselves Guardians rescue him from a back alley ambush and claim to have the answers he needs, he agrees to go with 

them. Especially when they tell him the attackers were vampires. But nothing in this supernatural underworld is as it seems, and when the silver-eyed commander 

cages him instead, Michael's answers slip further away.



 

Can Michael find safety from the vampire prince who claims him? Can he escape the dark destiny he discovers is written into his blood? And will he break the

chains of the commander who keeps him captive? The one man he has no desire to leave? 

 

Dark Flame is the first pulse-pounding book in the Flame Born LGBT urban fantasy series. If you like enemies to lovers, shifters, sexy vampire princes, and

scorching heat, you'll love this smoldering tale of bloodlust and magic. Dark Flame has a HFN ending, and is the first part of an ongoing story with the same

protagonist. There is content some readers may find distressing. Meant for mature audiences. See inside for details. 

The Quiet House (Black and Blue Series Book 2)

Author: Lily Morton

Levi Black has mostly recovered from the events of a year ago. The only lingering effects are that he’s much more well known in York than he’d like to be, and

he’s a lot more cautious about walking around his house naked. However, those events brought him the capricious and fascinating Blue, so he’s not complaining.

On the contrary, he’s happy, in love, and looking forward to Blue finally moving in with him. And if sometimes he wonders what Blue sees in a boring cartoonist,

he keeps that to himself.

Blue Billings is finally ready to throw off the memories of his past and move in with the person who means the most in the world to him. His psychic abilities have

grown in the last year to his mentor Tom's consternation, but Blue is determined to look on the bright side. He’s also focused on ignoring all the warning signs that

he’s received lately.

However, even deeply buried secrets have a way of rising to the surface. And when a surprise from Blue’s past turns up and draws them away to a lonely house

on the Yorkshire moors, Levi and Blue must fight for their survival once again.

From bestselling author, Lily Morton, comes the second book in the Black & Blue series. The books are intended to be read in order.

Hunting Ember (Pride of Alphas Book 1)

Author: Milly Taiden

Standalone Romance

Ember Brady would never describe herself as stubborn. She's a pastry chef. Doesn't that make her patient by definition? Who cares if she's set in her ways? So

what if she doesn't relent? It's called passion and determination. She wants to open her own bakery, and the baking competition is her ticket to her dream job.

She would die to win. That's just a figure of speech, though.

Lion shifter Kai Mason is proud of his family's security business. They're in charge of all things security at F&D Network, from actors to infuriating reality TV

competitors. The studio is his domain and his to protect. If only the stubborn baker with a death wish would just let him save her. Doesn't she understand that

she's his mate?

When the baking competition comes under attack, the intense lion and his stubborn mate will have to find a compromise. Too bad both of them are out of

practice. Crashing equipment, death threats, and vicious attacks can't stop the course of true love -- or can they?

Wraith Of Fire: A Vampire King Paranormal Romance (Transfusion Book 11)

Author: Stephanie Hudson

I knew the moment my soul burned.

I knew the moment the Wraith of Fire had touched me.

And now…

Was it really so hard for the Heavens to produce some white light?

But no, not even just a warm glow at the end of some graffitied tunnel and as for Pearly Gates, well they wouldn’t be opening for me any time soon!

Because I wasn’t where I was supposed to be. And I could forget all my jokes about falling into Wonderland and Oz and seeing any of those fuzzy fellas from

Narnia, because no amount of wishing that my life was a fairy tale would make it so.

Not when I was caught in this nightmare world. One where I was to be terrorised by its ruler for an eternity.

A tyrant King that wanted a new game to play.

One I had no chance of winning.

Not when it was my heart, that was on the line.



Wolf Girl

Author: Leia Stone

When my parents were banished from Wolf City before I was born, I thought there was no way I would ever live in a pack again. Cuffed, with my shifter magic

bound, I was forced to go to school with witches and vampires in order to keep my true nature from coming out.

Then I met him.

Sawyer Hudson.

The Alpha's son was visiting the Delphi College for Magically Banished Youth and spotted me. He took one look at me, and an hour later, I was being pulled out

of school, taken into Wolf City and leaving my parents and everything I knew behind.

It's the Alpha's son's selection year, the year he must pick a mate, and every female aged 18-22 must be in attendance.

I've landed myself in the middle of Werewolf Bachelor, and just when I think I've got a handle on things, Sawyer releases my cuffs, unbinds my magic, and sees

what I really am.

The problem is, I don't know what this creature is that I transform into. It's not an ordinary werewolf, that's for damn sure.

Fae-ted to the Bear: A Wishing Moon Bay Shifter Romance (The Bond of Brothers Book 4)

Author: Harmony Raines

Caleb should be celebrating finding his mate. However, when a family member is threatened, he has no choice but to act.

Even if it means risking everything.

Caleb’s mate came to Wishing Moon Bay to kickstart her career after giving up on the idea of settling down and raising a family.

Can he rekindle her desire for a family of her own? Can he help her see she can have it all? With him by her side.

Elise has worked hard in her pursuit to become a chef. Seizing the chance to work with Caleb’s brother Ivan in his acclaimed restaurant, she is willing to make

sacrifices to prove she has potential.

She knows she’s going to have to work hard to win Ivan over since he’s a dragon shifter and she’s a fae. Not a good mix.

However, she has one thing going for her. Caleb. Elise soon learns these brothers are willing to do anything for each other.

As she falls for the handsome growly bear shifter, Elise realizes she will do anything for Caleb, too. Especially when his sister is threatened.

Even if that means giving up her hopes and dreams.

Shadows of Fire (The Shadow Realms Book 1)

Author: Brenda K. Davies

When the invitation to the Gloaming arrives, Lexi can’t believe that she, a half vampire, has been invited to enter the dark fae realm.

Her first trip to a Shadow Realm isn’t one she’ll soon forget once she meets Cole, a dark fae prince.

Fresh from the war that ravaged the mortal realm and devastated his family, Cole is struggling to piece his life back together when he encounters Lexi. He has

always identified more with his dark fae side, but when her presence awakens the lycan part of him, Cole is unable to resist his attraction to her.

When the hostile tension between the different immortals erupts, Lexi flees the Gloaming for the mortal realm. Once home, she’s certain she’ll never see Cole

again. She’s proven wrong when tragedy strikes. Lexi is unable to turn Cole away... even if helping him puts her in danger.

Can their growing love survive the cruelty of the Shadow Realms, or will they be the next to fall?

Enter the Shadow Realms. A world where vampires feast, lycans love deeply, dark fae seduce, witches cast their spells, dragons rule the

skies... and treachery lurks around every corner.

***Due to sexual content, violence, and language, this book is recommended for readers 18+ years of age.***

Sweet Nothings (Lost Shifters Book 3)

Author: Megan Derr



All Oakley wants is a quiet life, to run his cupcake shop in peace, chat with the regulars, and be left alone otherwise.

Well, he'd also like a lover and a house full of kids, but thanks to his asshole relatives and their attempts to murder prominent members of the Lost Shifters

Foundation, that's not likely to happen anytime soon. So he settles for quietly pining after men who will never look at him that way.

Then a sudden burst of impulse leads to a date—a date quickly ruined by an unexpected murder that is almost immediately followed by another, and another…

Magic Misled (The Lizzie Grace Series Book 7)

Author: Keri Arthur

Her husband might be dead, but her problems are far from over...

Lizzie Grace had hoped that Clayton’s death would bring some normality back into her life. But not only does her father remain intent on interfering now that he

knows she can manipulate wild magic, but the High Witch Council has sent in an investigator to uncover her part in Clayton’s murder.

But a bigger threat has arrived on the reservation.

One that wears flesh and blood, and is intent on revenge.

And it’ll kill anyone who gets in its way...

The Revelation of Light and Dark (Chronicles of the Stone Veil Book 1)

Author: Sawyer Bennett

I always knew I was different.

From a young age, my mind has been plagued with things only I could see. Some hauntingly beautiful, others completely terrifying. Never knowing if these visions

were real or just hallucinations, I learned how to lock them down and ignore them. I learned to take solace in the relative anonymity of city life and find peace in

the rainy days my city of Seattle is known for. 

But just when I think my life is getting on track and my dreams are achievable, a moment of weakness causes me to learn a hard and fast lesson.

My entire existence has been a lie.

Now I'm faced with a new reality that's as implausible as it is fantastical. Filled with realms and veils, light and dark, fae and daemons, gods and angels--things I

don't understand but am forced to acknowledge. It doesn't help that the man teaching me about my unique gifts is the gorgeously handsome Carrick Byrne, one

of Seattle's richest and most powerful men. He intimidates, annoys, and intrigues me all at the same time. I don't trust him and yet there's no one else to help me. 

No longer certain who to put my faith in, what to believe, or how I fit into it all, one revelation is clear...

The world as I know it will never be the same again.

The Revelation of Light and Dark is book one of the Chronicles of the Stone Veil series and is best enjoyed if read in series order.

Allure of the Vampire King: A paranormal romance (Blood Fire Saga Book 1)

Author: Bella Klaus

He Broke My Heart… Now He’s Returned For My Blood. 

 

I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world after being dumped and humiliated by the most powerful vampire in Britain. 

 

He made me a laughing stock , a cautionary tale. I had no choice but to leave. 

 

That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m on the mend. 

 

But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming that a deadly power thrums beneath my veins, only one person is strong enough to save my hide: 

 

Valentine Sargon—the Vampire King who stole my virginity and broke my heart. 

 

He’ll help, but only if I move into a safe house. With him. 

 

Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silver-tongued and seductive as sin. I don’t trust him or the way he hungers for my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and



can’t refuse. 

 

He’s going to protect me from the assassins, but who’s going to protect me from him? 

 

If you like enemies-to-lovers paranormal romances with adventure, conflict, and steam, you’ll love Allure of the Vampire King.

Dark Hysteria (Cyborg Shifters Book 8)

Author: Naomi Lucas

Alexa has one purpose in life and it’s to take down the war machines called Cyborgs. Specifically, the one known as Hysterian, also known as the Tormentor, the

Twitch, the Jumper. The Cyborg killed her father and she’s determined to see the same thing happen to him.

First, she needs to get close to Hysterian.

Second, she needs to get him to trust her.

But the closer she gets, the stranger and more fascinating he becomes. She finds him watching her every move. He’s in every shadowy corner. He’s in her

dreams. He’s even stoking a desire in her that she’s long kept buried. There’s no turning back while stranded on a ship in the middle of outer space.

There’s nowhere to run.

There’s nowhere to hide.

He’s her father’s killer.

Whatever happens now, however the Cyborg makes her feel, she’s determined that only one of them will make it off the ship alive...

---

Author Warning: Beware

Moon Kissed (The Marked Wolf Series Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

You can’t outrun a curse ... trust me. I’ve tried.

My heart was left shattered into a million jagged pieces. To survive, I did the only thing I could and forced myself to play the part of the perfect girlfriend. The

perfect daughter. Because no one wants someone broken.

But now, the boy who owned my heart is a grown man — hardened and cold.

Seeing Aidan four years later forces me to face my greatest fear, and realizing he is my fated mate only makes things worse.

Secrets aren’t meant to stay buried, and fate always has a plan.

That’s the funny thing about destiny. Right when you think everything is figured out, you get dealt a new hand.

If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Kelly St. Claire, Annette Marie, Shannon Mayer, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa, then you'll love

this paranormal romance.

Scroll up and one click MOON KISSED today.

Midlife Omega (Midlife Shifters Book 3)

Author: J.L. Wilder

They've been missing their omega for 40 years… 

but now the hunt is on to find her. 

 

I used to be invisible. 

A divorced and childless 40-year-old, 

who hid in the shadows. 

Now I’m the most wanted woman in the shifter world. 

 

I’ve been deceived, kidnapped, and imprinted on 

more times than I can count. 

I attract sexy werewolves wherever I go. 

They think they can claim me. 

They think they can make me their mate. 

But what none of them realize, is that I’m infertile.



And when danger comes, 

will my harem protect me if they know the truth? 

 

18+ Only. Standalone reverse harem romance with a HEA.

Shades of Darkness (Guardians of Eternity Book 16)

Author: Alexandra Ivy

“Ripe with humor, romance, and the thrill of the chase…exciting.”

—Publishers Weekly

The Guardians of Eternity think they’ve averted the disaster that could destroy them. But in New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Ivy’s world

of temptation, lust, and secrets, one slip could change everything . . .

Chaaya endured centuries as a sacrifice, protecting her people from an evil that could destabilize all magic. At long last, her servitude is over—and she’s raring to

have some fun. The baddest ghost-girl in Las Vegas has a talent for causing mayhem. And for getting under the skin of her solid, silent bodyguard, the vampire

Basq . . .

Basq doesn’t let anyone close. He’s learned the costs of companionship. But reckless, disrespectful Chaaya, with her fiery temper and her fierce loneliness, isn’t

like anyone else. Staying near her isn’t just a duty, it’s a hunger. When a prisoner of Chaaya’s last battle escapes, possibly seeking Chaaya’s nemesis, Basq isn’t

letting her chase through a hellscape mirror London alone. But when the choice is between abandoning everything that’s kept them alive, or each other, survival

will take not only desire—but trust . . .

Rabid: The Savage Spirit of Seneca Rain

Author: Ivy Asher

I’ve been waiting my whole life to get my wolf. But now that the time is here, I need to run. ■

■

Three years ago, a nightmare of an alpha took over my pack by force, and ever since, he’s been trying to do the same to me.

■

I can’t let that happen.■

■

I need to escape him before he can lay a claim, flee from what I’ve always wanted, or risk getting a wolf that will submit to him. ■

But nothing goes to plan. When I’m forced to take on my wolf spirit, my alpha attacks, and the fight shatters us in ways we never knew possible. ■

■

Now we’re broken. Jagged. Rabid. ■

■

To punish me, punish us for not submitting, my new wolf and I are thrown away to a savage pack, where we come face to face with Ruin Falls and the biggest

monster of them all. ■

■

Alpha Tyran. ■

■

But...maybe a monster is exactly what a rabid bitch like me needs. ■

■

Will my wolf and I snap, lost to our fractured savagery? Or will this ferocious alpha teach us just what our broken nature is capable of? Maybe we can get our

revenge.

...That is, if we’re rabid enough to take it.

This is a STAND-ALONE book. You do not need to read anything else to enjoy this story. Other authors have also written in the Kingdom of Wolves

shared world, you can check them out by clicking the series page.

Authors note: This book is a dark shifter romance. There are elements of strong language, violence, assault, and other situations that may be triggering.

A Warm Heart in Winter: A Caldwell Christmas (The Black Dagger Brotherhood World)

Author: J.R. Ward



#1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward is heating things up this winter with a holiday novel featuring some of her most iconic Black Dagger

Brothers.

Featuring one of the Black Dagger Brotherhood’s most iconic couples, Blay and Qhuinn find themselves looking forward to their official mating ceremony. When

tragedy strikes just before the happy event, all hope seems lost—and everyone in the Black Dagger Brotherhood rallies around the two of them. Will a freak

winter storm bring the unthinkable, or will a warm heart in winter ensure that true love is not lost?

Rancher Wolf's Runaway Bride (Rancher Wolves)

Author: Serena Meadows

Willa ran away from her wedding and ran into the arms of a wolf shifter… me.

Her ex-fiancé, Bill, was not only utterly wrong for her.

He might have also killed her father.

I saw Willa’s helplessness when I found her.

A muddy wedding dress and her wrinkled forehead told me all I needed to know.

Those rosy cheeks and full lips were inviting.

It was hard to ignore the instant attraction between us.

I had to take her in and protect her.

Her ex-fiancé was out for her blood and the dangers were never ending.

Willa saw the real side of me when I shifted to save her.

Our love was still fragile, but strong at the same time.

Protecting her was tough.

I didn’t have the same resources as the mob did.

But that didn’t deter me.

Willa was my mate, and I would die if that meant saving her life!

Each book in this sexy-as-sin series can each be read as standalones, and has no cliffhangers, but are best read in order.

Warning: Adults Only

Midlife Ghost Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (The Forty Proof Series Book 4)

Author: Shannon Mayer

If you thought being over forty meant the end of adventures, then you're in for a shock as Bree, and her ragtag bunch take you on a side-splitting

rollercoaster ride!

Stuck with Alan's ghost following her around, Bree is in hot water now with no easy way out as she's been framed for his murder and plunked in the local pokey.

If that weren't bad enough, Gran's ghost has been kidnapped, and all clues point to the Big Easy—New Orleans.

With the police on her never-mind-the-size butt, two men vying for her attentions, and a mystery wrapped around the murder of her Gran and ex, she has more

than enough to keep her stressed and turning prematurely gray.

So when a local coven stirs things up in NOLA, and a new nemesis appears on the scene, Bree is ready to meet them head-on.

As soon as she's popped a few Advil.

______________________________________________________________________________

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"

The Girl in The Wall: A Riveting Haunted House Mystery Boxset

Author: Alexandria Clarke



The Haunting of University Park

Jamie Layton has a secret.

Running from her past, Jamie Layton takes a new job as a nanny to two volatile, rebellious children at a stately mansion in a reclusive area of town. Rumors fly

about the mysterious death of the children’s father, and when strange things happen at night, Jamie and the children must confront the horrors that haunt the

house.

The Haunting of Riley Watson

Trapped in a haunted ski lodge by the season's worst snowstorm, Lucia deals with the consequences of a mysterious murder.

When Lucia Star, a fake psychic and desperate for cash, takes a job at a ski lodge in the mountains of Vermont, she ends up in the middle of a real-life haunting.

Soon, the ghosts are out in full force, and Lucia is stunned to discover she's one of only two people who can communicate with them. Can Lucia give the spirits

what they want?

Date Monsters for Alphas & Bad Boys: Complete 13 Book Box Set

Author: Lisa Daniels

I wanted to show my sister up at the wedding. So I hired a bear shifter to help.

It was more of a whim, hiring him from the dating agency.

After all the hell my sister Rachel put everyone through, enough was enough.

Best way to humiliate someone like her?

Have a hot guy at my side. One clearly wealthy, with connections and alpha energy, and he’s so damn handsome, she’d never pay a second of attention to her

husband.

A bear shifter, just to add that little cherry on the top.

Trouble is, Travis has taken all my attention now. He’s everything I’ve ever wanted… and he’s out of my reach.

This box set includes all 13 of the steamy Date Monsters books

Katie's Date with an Alpha

Bianca's Date with an Alpha

Tegan's Date with an Alpha

Emory's Date with an Alpha

Date Monsters for Bad Boys Prequel (Short Story)

Claire's Bad Boy

Shannon's Bad Boy

Rita's Bad Boy

Faye's Bad Boy

Date with a Dragon

Date with a Werewolf

Date with a Bear

Date with a Tiger

The Evolution of Fae and Gods (Chronicles of the Stone Veil Book 3)

Author: Sawyer Bennett

Evil is coming. 

 

A dark malevolence the likes of which this world has never seen, and it comes straight from the depths of Hell. Darkness meant to destroy. A prophecy I am fated 

to fulfill but will most likely not survive. 

 

Through it all, Carrick Byrne has stood strong by my side. Something has deeply changed between me and the man I once despised, and all it took was a kiss of 

provocation for both of us to feel it. I know deep in my soul we’re being guided by destiny, but I don’t know if I can trust it. Carrick is holding something back, and I 

fear the consequences could be deadly once his truth is revealed. 



We’re not ready, but calamity waits for no woman. I have discovered a power within myself I must learn to master. A new connection in the Underworld has been

revealed to me, one that I hope is friend but is just as likely foe. We are in a race against time as we try to figure out how to stop the end of the world from

occurring. The battle is coming, and I can only hope we’re prepared for what happens next. 

 

The Evolution of Fae and Gods is book three of the Chronicles of the Stone Veil series and is best enjoyed if read in series order.

Taken: The Coldest Fae

Author: Katerina Martinez

In Arcadia, winter has no heart.

I make magic dresses for a living. I’m not rich or pretty enough to wear them, but I love what I do, working out of my family’s shop on Carnaby Street in

London—until the fae show up.

It’s a straight-up kidnapping, and before I know it, I’m brought to this wintry place of cold hearts and beautiful nightmares, but that’s not the worst part.

The worst part is, they think I’m fae, and I’m supposed to participate in some competition against a host of other women who have been training their whole lives

for this. The prize? The winner is to marry the Prince.

On the surface that sounds almost like a fairytale, only this competition is brutal and bloody, and the Prince is the jerk that kidnapped me. I can’t get too close to

him or he’ll know I’m not fae, and then I’m dead. But I want to get close to him. His body burns with the fire of a cold star, and I’m drawn to him.

I need to fight the pull and survive long enough to find a way out of here, but these winter fae won’t make that easy.

The Legacy of a Vampire Witch: The Complete Urban Fantasy Boxset

Author: Theophilus Monroe

5 books and 1200+ pages of vampires, witches, and New Orleans Voodoo fill this complete urban fantasy boxset.

Because you can't stake a heartless vampire...

Book 1: Bloody Hell 

It had been almost a century and a half since I last encountered anyone from the Order of the Morning Dawn. They were religious fundamentalists with the dual

goal of eliminating vampires and witches.

Being both a vampire and a witch I was the embodiment of everything the Order hates. Their first attempt to eliminate me failed. Thanks to the fact that my

mentor in the Craft was also a necromancer.

When they burned my heart they didn’t kill me. They unwittingly completed a spell that tied my existence to the soul of one who took my place in hell.

Now I’m heartless, literally.

Not having a heart has some advantages. It means I’m pretty resilient, especially when it comes to wooden stakes.

So long as the soul bound to my existence remained in hell, I was virtually invincible.

But the Order figured it out. They hope to redeem the soul who was damned in my stead. If they do that, I’ll meet the true death for sure.  I have to capture the

one damned in my place before the Order manages to liberate him from perdition. If they free him, I will die.

I have to go to bloody hell.

Also included...

Book 2: Bloody Mad:   A Vampire in an asylum? Like that's going to end well...

Book 3: Bloody Wicked: Taking on a horde of demon possessed vampires? Time to get wicked!

Book 4: Bloody Devils: We were the terrors of New Orleans. And humanity's only hope.

Book 5: Bloody Gods: I've always been the hunter... now I'm the hunted.



What are readers saying about The Legacy of a Vampire Witch? 

★★★★★ It gets better with each book!! Loved Mercy in this one. She has her humanity that most vampires don’t have yet she can be crazy devil could care less

persona with her new power she got. I just love her. She is so complex...High recommed if you want a different take on vampires and witches. (Amazon

Reviewer)

★★★★★ I absolutely love Mercy! She is tricked into becoming an immortal vampire, and her heart ripped from her. From the 1st book I was captivated by her

inner demons and her determination to be totally heartless. Yet she loves and feels compelled to rid the world of demons and evil, so not in line with what a

vampire should be! She finds friends and long lost family and together they save humanity. From werewolves to witches, to demons hellbent on taking over the

world, Mercy and company are a delight to follow! Well written, highly recommended. (Amazon Reviewer)

★★★★★ This awesome box set was such a thrill to read...I highly recommend this awesome box set to everyone who loves reading about witches and vampires.

Liza (Dragon Isles Book 1)

Author: Shelley Munro

Wrong time. Right Dragon.

The encounter shouldn’t have occurred, and the dragon species must battle the consequences.

Elizabeth Carrington: single-mother with a daughter and an obnoxious ex who refuses to leave without a chunk of her inheritance. An aspiring writer, she

glimpses the unbelievable during a research trip, and when she awakens after the resulting car crash, she isn’t in England any longer. Not that she understands

this calamity, because a knock to the head has stripped her memories. She is a woman with no past and no perception of dragons or their danger to her.

Dragon shifter Leonidas, Champion of the Skies, is the youngest son, and his parents have arranged a betrothal for him with Nan, The Strongminded. He rejects

this betrothal his parents insist will bring peace and cement bonds between the Dragon Isles.

Once Liza crashes into Leo’s life, everything changes. While his family, friends, and neighbors are baying for her death, instinct propels Leo to protect this

attractive stranger.

Their friendship deepens from respect to love as they attempt to discover how and why they met. What they learn will rip apart the dragon world and propel the

inhabitants of the Dragon Isles into an unknown future.

You will love this first book in the Dragon Isles trilogy because it introduces a courageous and sexy dragon, a feisty human battler, and a new world full of

mystery, magic, and mayhem. Plus one or two dragon-caused infernos when tempers race out of control.

Bear Next Door (Midlife Shifters Book 1)

Author: J.L. Wilder

It’s been twenty years since I’ve been home,

and I accidentally just slept with the bear next door…

Welcome to my midlife shifter crisis.

I’m fleeing a failed marriage with a wolf.

I just slept with my childhood bestie,

And didn’t even realize it was him.

He’s hot and gruff, and gives me more pleasure than I’ve ever known.

But he’s got a chip on his shoulder,

cause he’s supposed to be our den’s alpha.

Oh, and I moved back in with my parents.

My consolation prize: A little werebear growing in my belly that we have to keep a secret.

18+ Only standalone shifter romance with an HEA.

Midlife Demon Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 3)

Author: Shannon Mayer



Goblins and ghouls and magic, oh my! Hang tight to your britches, this laugh out loud adventure is about to light you up!

        Now a #1 Bestseller!

• #1 in Women's Divorce Fiction

• #1 in Women's Action & Adventure Fiction

• #1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction

Ousted from the Hollows Group, the shadow world has officially taken notice of me.

With loan sharks sniffing around and knocking on my door, I need to figure out how my ex-husband pushed all his debt onto me, because it stinks of black magic

and back alley dealings.

Until I can get some answers there, I distract myself with a new job—working for a goblin. The job is as simple as hiding some paperwork for him. Only . . .

someone else wants what he gave me. And they are playing dangerously dirty to get what they want.

Throw in a lovesick bigfoot, a siren going through menopause, a demon next door, and two hot guys vying for my attention, and you’ve got my life in a nutshell.

Well, that is if you don’t count on Robert showing up and saving my bacon again. Which he has to, because this time . . .this time I’ve really put my foot in it.

______________________________________________________________________________

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"
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